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CH 1,Pl'ER I

'l'HE PROBLEM

Saint 1homas AQuinas \~as called by 1-'ope Leo .:aII 1n
his encyclical, Prov1dent1ss1mus

Deus,

the foremost exegete

or Holy scripture .among th.e theologians or tbe ·thirteenth
century. 1 Santiago R3Dlirez, 2 indeed, leaves little d,oubt
th.a t Saint Thomas is still on.e of the foremost ·theologians
of the Boman Catholic Church.
totel1anisrn, tinged

l'Ji

That his synthesis of .Ar1sth Platonism, 3 3nd Ch.ristinn. revela-

tion is impressive is attested

by

the energetic, a lbeit

s mr.11, reviva l of 1 t in the movement oi' Neo-'lbomism t:Jhich
beg an t-Ji th the papal encyc'lical, Aeterni

Ps.tris, of 1879,

in t·1h1ch Leo llII urged a return to "those pure waters
\•Jisdom that pour forth from the 1110rks

or

or

Saint Thomas

Aquinas 11 ; t-.1hich found one ot its eerl.y and ablest exponents

1J. van der Ploeg, "The Place of Holy Scriptures 1n

the Theology of Saint 1bomas, 11 .b,

Thomist,. X (1938), 398.

2 nThe /,uthority of Se.int Thomas Aquinas," l'.b&. ~mist,
Xf/ (1952) 1 1-109. The article. is primarily a eollecon
·of papal utterances supporting the scientific, canonical,

and general doctrinal authority of Thomas

J q,u inas.

~"\· here there is a clash between Aristotle and the
doctrine of the Church, Aquinas s hows tha t in cert21n
tun11

damentals he 1s more Platonic than Aristotelian.
s . J.
Ct~rt1s, A Short Histor 2.t western 011osop~ J.D ~ r.n.1dd1e
.As!!! (London: Macdona d and Co., L •• 1950 1 P• 136.
--irfiomas had to depart from Aristo~le, for e;.cample, 1n the
doctrines of the 1rrmortal1ty o.r the ~oul and the resurrec-

1

tion of the body.

2

1n Cardinal Mercier (d. 1926);4 and which is capably repre-

sented today by Jacques t-'Jar1ta1n.

!bis is not to say that

Saint 'l'homa s has foun,:l protagonists only within the Roman
Catholic Church.

From the philosophical standpoint there

is Mortimer Adler of the University of Chicago, who regards
Aristotle and Aquinas as the most eloquent and satisfactory philosophers 1n European h1story.s From the theological standpoint there is Karl Barth, who has decisively
rejected the Roman Catholic principle and yet announces
that he regards

11

the rejection

or

the analogy of being,

central in Thomistic analysis, as the only valid reason
for refusing to accept the claims of Roman Catholic author1ty •.n6

Yet 1n the Thomistic synthesis I t1h1ch ha6 so strong
an appeal as a philosophical structure, the Holy Scriptures
are, a,c cording to Thomas, to be accorded the highest place. 7
The question,, therefore, arises as to the exact ~ e r
in which the Scriptures take their place.

4 see, e. &•• Mercier, A

Fhilosophf Tst. Louis:

Manual gt
B. 'Herder Book

5 11 Problems for Thomists, 0 ~

Or, to

mder.y
Sc,olastic
o., 926 •

5om11B•

I (1938) .. 82.

1he articles were revised and print 1nook form b7
Sheed and i ard, New York, 1940.
6.N1els c. Nielsen, "Protestant Faith and Catholic
Unity," America, XCI (August 14, 1964).
7 J. van der Ploeg,

,sm. Sil..• 1 P• 421.

put the question 1n a broader frame"t1ork, in ,.-,hat manner

does the Word or God, that is. the 1ntelllg1ble reve l a tion

or

God, .fit into the Thomistic struct\1ret

Is Thomas•

philosophical and theologica l structure really complete
without t hat

Tha t in a. certain sense i t 1ti not complete without it 18 clee.r. 8 Still in a certain sense it .u,

complete.

~

orcJ?

Halik1ns, for exampJ.e, notes that

ilquinas puts t he objection to himself' that

is not l a c ki ng in what i s necessary.
is so necessary to man as t hat through
ches his last end . 1'h,eref'ore, this is
to human na ture. Hence man can by his
reach beatitude. 9
11

nature
But nothing
which he reanot lacking
na tural po~ers
11

And it i s in seeming answer to this that •Fierre Rousselot
warns ,

11

A .first acquaintance t-11tb Thomism does not give

the i mpression of the depth of Spiritual life which his
system contains. 1° ·•Jhere revelation fits, then, 1s not
11

en t ire ly clear.

But there is trust~Jorthy evidence that

revelation is provid.ed by God, as far o.s Aquinas is concerned, be cause · man has not the leisure or t.lie traini.ng
or the time to discover by his natural po\iers• tha t 1-. lhich
revel ti.on gives as necessary .for his ultimate happiness.

8 see ,

e •.i.• , the bibliography in Jose de it. olf', J&
Jus t1.fict31on S!. l& l2i. chez Thomas d I Aa1i et .l& bD
ffousselc[ •Paris: De.-aclee de Brouwer et - . 1946).

.

9_a Sketch ,szt V,edieyal FhJ.losophy (New York:

and , anl. 1949) 1 P• 110.

10~

Intel8'~aJ1fMP:
~
7

Father 'James E.
p. 217.

~heed

~ IRras, translated by
onyNew Yoiik:eed and · ard 1 1935)•

4,

"Very few t-ten are metnphysic:tans 1r1beree.s all men need to
be sa:ved. 11 ll

11E. Gilson, Reaso¥ ml1, RevelatiH iD .!ib.!. Middle .am.
Charles Ser bner•s Sons,52}1 p. 82. W. ~
K~, "Introduction to Philosophy," The Thomist, I (1938) 1
19~ ff., summarizes the place of revelation thus: "l. Life
itself' is fundamental and prior to every perfection that
WP. can attain because we must first be bef'ore we can act.
But toJe are not content merely \•Jith lif'e. : e all desire
more per.f."ect knowledge and happiness • • • • 2. Nature
is not deficient in what is necesssry f'or the survival of
the human race. By the ordinnry use of our ne.t11ral. po\-1ers
i1e attain a knot1ledge of the basic truths on \"-lhich our
cont~.nued e.:-:istence de pends, for example, that something
is not nothing, tha t ha lf a loaf' 1s better thsn no bread,
t hat '1Jha t 1 s des1rRble 1s to be sought after, and what is
undesirable i s to be avoided • • • • Nature does not supp~
U!i with all the t is req u1red tor the perfection of our
kno\' ledge and happiness, and hence nature 1s not sufr1c1ent
ror ~ll our mt~ral needs, because of the magnitude and
d1i'f'1culty of the task, the weakness of our intellects,
and shortness or ti me, and the necessity of other occupation.s , \'le do not obtain perfection 1n knowledge without
special effort nnd without s~ec1al aid • • • • 4. Some
or the truths ~hich we can obtain by the use of our natural
powers are required not only ror the perfection of our
~.nowledge but also tor the intelligent direction ot our
life to the e nd for ,-,hich ·we exist. '..Lhese truths are
contained in divine revelation, along \•11th other truths
not natur .11.y lrnowable to us because they are so important
and not all attained otherwise, especially not by chil•
dren and uneducated ~eople, and because, since these
truths chiefly concern Goel, they are attained more certainly and mo.re fittingly by \'lay ot divine revelation
than in any other way • • • • 11 Or again in Etienne G1l&Ol1 1 S
\,rords, "Even among those who humbly seek a!'ter truth,
very few find it by means or reason alone, not only because few have the intelligence, ltshe leisure, or the courage to undertake such a task, but above all because those
~ho wish to undergo sueh a labor J:21: Jal! mere love m:
knoiraledle are few, even though G0 d has inserted 1nto the
mis ot men a natural appetite for knowledge. Intellectual lite, then, 1s 'intellectual' because it 1s knowledge, but 1t is 111te• because it is love.'" W1sdom Jm5i
Love in S :!11pt ~mas !\gµinas (Milwaukee: Marquette Uni(1iew York:

versity Press,

5l), PP•

38-39.

5

While it 1s possible to ~ind many references by comme11tators on Thomas to this p1ace

ot revela tion 1n

the s1s-

tem, 12 not much has been written on the meaning and function or the ~ord of' God more specifically es written ~, 0 rd,
spoken Word, and Inc~rna te tiord in the structure of :reve-

l ation; nor, again, on the question
C11r1s t

1

or

~here Jesus the

as the Incarn:~te Wo1•d • f'its into the plan of man's

reac.hing beatitude .

It is not difficult to be left wj.th

t he. itapression, as the quo·tation from Father Rousaelot
i .n.dica tes, thnt Christ is le.t't in a place s omewhat cffcenter, granted t hat this may not at all ha1.re.·been Thomas•
1nte.ut1on, for .Etienne G1lson13 1s probably accU1·ately reflecting SaL."l.t Thomas• intention when he insists, "Wis-

dom was not philosophy; it was not even t heolog; in its

only pcrf'oct !'o.rm ~.isdom was Christ" for Thomas. One u.nst-.-e r 1s of£ered by M.-J. Co.agar, ta.':me:
The virtues

or

Christ and all He achieved and suffered

12 11 A partial. statement of his doctrine as o:f'f'1c1al.ly
proclaimed by the Vatican reads: •First, reason alone 1s
not enough to g uide men; they need revelation • • • •
Secondly, reason and revelation, thought distinct, a.re
not opposed to each o·ther. 1'birclly, faith preserves reason from error i reason should do service in the cause
of faitb. Fourthly • • • a) reason should • • • prove the
truths which faith presupposes • • • b) reason should explain and develop the truths ot faith and should propose
them in scientific tom.'" Robert L. Cooke, Phi,1os:r,
Educaigon
Cetl.f1n~ (Grand fiap1ds, Michigan: z ervan
i-ubli 1ng ouse, ·940, P• 97.

'if

13111sdom

.m.a. Love

J.n st. Thomas Aguinaq, P• ~5.

6

in the nesti, <luring the time or His sojourn among
us • • • are \·lhat const1 tute His lite redempt1 ve,
mer1 torious • efficacious. These are the things \Jhereby He 1s set up as our exempl a r and pattern to be
contemplated as the measure and standard or our o~n
.fashioning, becoming l1ke 1mto Him 1n the movement
of our return tO\iards God, the return analysed 1n
the SecundA ml, ( of the Summa Contra Gentiles\ and
tilled 1n with the Tertia Pars 1n t hose elemen:es
which e xplain the birth and gro"'1th of' the Church,
the new creation that is in Christ Jesus.1 4
Expressed in tha t way the rol e of Jesus Christ 1n
·the

lan of s a lva tion l e aves s ome thing \~anting to a theo-

log1c81 approach which regards IU.m as the center and sole
Is this how '.lhomas reearded the \-Jork

c a1.1se of salvation.

of Christ?

Was this His understanding

~ord ~he n he wrote,

1

or

the Incarnate

It is behoovi~ tha t grace, on the

one ha.."'ld , :flot-; upon us from the Incarn."'lte .iord by means of
sens ible signs, s.nd, on the o"ther hand, thnt external sen-

sible .effect!> proceed from the internal ~race through
which the :f'leah i s subordinated to spirit11 ?15 Or is the
key to be s ought in a \•1ord or Jacques Mari t:un: "Uhen we
meditate upon theological truths, it is tie who do the

meditating but when we meditate uwn the Gos pels , it is
the Gospels \':1hich a re s peaking to us" ?16

l4nThe Idea of the Church in Saint Tbom3S Aquinas,"
The Thomist, I (1938) 1 346-46.
155~ .zl!• ■ I-II, q. 10a, a. 1. ~'Uot~d by Martin Grabmann, iii'omap ·M_Ylf!B~· Hts fersons.11tY Am Thought, translated bf V1rg1
c el Nets York: Longmans, Green and

Co., 1928) 1 P• 1?4.
16..2.'b!t Range

sons, 1952),

!Jl

p.a.

jeason

(New York:

Charles Scribner's

7

To help 1n finding en ans't-1er to these questions 1s
the purpose of this paper.

la"or the Word of God 1n this

sens e of Hi s intelligible self-revelation is a crucial
point in Christia nity as such and in the dist1nc.t1on be-

t t·Jeen Christian thought and ph11- sop~.

It ~10uld 9 hoi,1ever.

be beyond the reach or a thesi s of this kind to examine all
of t he lJri t ings

or

Sa int 'lhomas.

It was necessary, there-

fo re , to restrict the materiAl examined , and £or t b1s

reason t he Commentary on First Corinthians 1s being used
a s t he chief s ource of material.
why I ch os e this commentary.

There are three reasons

First, it s ee.me d ,;Jiser to

s e l e ct a commenta ry in preference to a section of the Snmm~

ibeologice because a commentary. in its very i mplications,
nece ssita t e s ei thar a clirect o r 1 11direct tre~tment oi' t he
' lord

or

God; because•· if the re is to be an inconsistency

found bet,-1ee n Thomas • philosophy as such e.ncl his S:riptura l t he ology a s s uch , it would very probably be i ndicated
in a work or this lcind; l? and because I f L'lall.y 1 11ttle has
been written on his comnenta r~es.

Secondly, it seemed

wiser, s ince it was a1 so beyond the res.ch of this t liesis

to have taken 1!lJ.. of the commentaries, to take one whole
commentary rather than to select pertinent passa ges from

17J. van der Ploeg, .SW.• .5:J.1•, p. 418 9 hints tha t there
may be an inconsistency not between Thomas• philosophy and
theology but between Thomas • v1e1r1 of tlle Scriptures and
tha t of the Council of Trent.

PBITZLAFF MEMORIAL UBBARY
CONCORDIA SEMINARY
ST. LOUIS, .h:O.
.

8

all of the commentaries for the reason that revealing
informa tion is often given incidentally and by 1na1rect1on
instead or pointedly snd by intention and that the \~hole
of' s commentary mi,ght 1nt11cate s ome thing ~,h1ch selected

parts could not. Thirdly, I chose t he commentary on First
Col'"inth1ans18 1n J.>reference to s ome other one because the
e pistle 1 tself t reats e.:\.--pl1c1tl.y of the sacraments (and

t hey would seem to p l a y a s 1,~n1.r1cant pa rt in any discussion of the

'ord) as 1;1ell as ot such things a s s peaking

with words of' men's wisdom; because the commentary 1s 'long
enough to provide a just amount of mster1a l; and because
1 t ,,as among the last thiug s that Saint 'Ibo.mas \'J rote.19

Since, however, it would be impractical, to say nothing
of unfair, to treat anything said in the commental"J apart
from t he l a rge r context of aquinas 1 whole synthesis, I have

fel t it ne.cessary to begin \'Ji th a sketch of Saint '.£homas •
life an d thought.

Accordingly, I ha ve handled the topic 1n

t\io la.rger divisions: I. His Lite nnd, Thought; II. An Ex-

amination or the Comment9.17 on Fi r st Corinthians.

18The edition I ha ve used is super h)?istolas ~- Pau11
I.ectura., ed.1t1o VIII rev1sa, curs i:= . Raphael1s Cai, o.: P.
(Rome: Mar1ett1 1 1953), I, &.7-3-425. A le,c~a was tsken
down by a student, an expos1t1.o 1r1as written
the professor himself. "Between the lecturs and prnosttio of Ssint
Thomas there is hardJ.y a ny o1i'f'erence o sty e." J. van
der Ploeg, ,sm. s,1., P• 401.
I9Vsn der Ploeg, Jm• ,d.t.. 1 PP• 400-401. Martin
Grabmann, .sm,. Sil• 1 p. 2? 1"places 1 t into the years 1269
to 1.2?3.

CHAPtF..R II

THE LIFE AND THOUGBT OF THOMAS A~UINASl
A. His Life
Thomas was born about tbe year l.225 at Roccasecca,
not far from Naples.

~e seventh son, .he had illustrious

ram1ly baclcground on both sides; his mother of Norman

stock, his father

or

the Lombard nobility and nephew of

FrGdericlt Barbarossa.
Ir.. t. 1'bomas, therefore, :tlorth and South met, and
theix· influence is v1sib1e both 1n his personal appe3.rance am in ,h is character and thought. He does

not correspond at all with the conventional picture
of an Italian. He is too big and heavy, too motionless. Yet the keenness or his mind and of his vision
reminds one constantiv of' the clesr-aati .colors of
h~s na tive l:mdscape~2
.-Jhen he t-,as. r ive he studi.ed a t .,il'. onte Cassino 11 sna
learnt the b~ssing of that Benedictine~ ~h1ch he wss
never to 1'0rget. 11 S

from the monastery

attacks on ~t

by

i\t fourteen or f'if"teen he \.1as removed
by

his f'athe:r because of the renewed
.

Frederick Barbarossa.

He wss sent

then to Naples to continue h.1.s studies there in the Faculty

lThese sections are condensations, extractions, and
restatements of M. C. l>'Arcy, ;'ho.mnf Agfi;l,nas (Oxfol'd,
1930) 1 pp. 33 ff'. Hereafter J: shsl re er to the book
simply as D'Arcy.
2 0 1,Arcy

3Ib1d.

I

p. 33.

10

of Arts. 4

Here in 1244 he became a member of the Dominican

Order--an :ict which caused a furor amo!lg his aristocratic
relatives: but their attempts at dissuasion, even through
Pope I1mocent IV, were unsuccessful.

On his way to Faris,

for reasons not clear. 5 he was waylaid by his parents and

kept at home for a year.

\'Jhen he s till persisted in

bis vocation as a Dominican, h1.s mother supported his

\dshes Wld he returned to .M aples.

From there he went

to the house of St. Jacques in Paris to study under Albertus
'\, lagnus, who at the time was engaged in the endeavor to

tl1n

over current opinion to his Ar1stotellan1sm.
In 1246 he wen.·t \'11th A1bert to Cologne and remained

there until 1252, gro\:.11ng 1n the .l\r1stotelianism of Albert.
In 1252 he ret\Jrned to ,..aris as bachelor teacher and at

thirty-one (1256) 1;1as made a master 1n theology.

It was

during these years that he wrote his significant 121,
~

Egte

Essentia, in "'hich appears the famous distinction be-

twee11 essence and ex1stence. 6
f.

\·Jord on his methods of study 1s of' interest.

He

told a novice:

4 That 1s, mathematics, astronomy, music, dialectic,
some classical authors like Caesar, C1ce.r o, and Seneca.

5~1hether becauae of his intellectual promise or because of pressure from the family is not mown.
6see. below for a def"1nit1on of essence and existence.

u
Since you have asked me in Christ, dear John, to
tell you how you must study to attain a treasury of
knowledge, ! shall mention the following points of
adVice. Prefer to arrive at knowledge over small
st1-eamle ts, and do not plunge iDDDcciiatel.y into the
ocean, since progress must~ from the easier to the
more di£f'1cult. i'hat is my · admon1 t1on and your 1ns truc t1on. I exhort you to be chary of speech, and
to go into the conversation room spar:Jngl.y. Ta.lee
great heed of' the purity of your conscience. 'Never
cease the practi.ce . of prayer. Love to be d111gent
in your cell, i f you would be led to the \:iUe cellar of wisdom • • • •.. Make an eff'ort thoroughl.y
to understand \';hatever you read mid hear. ln sll
doubt seek to penetrate to the truth. Try always
to store away as muc9 as possible in the chambers
of your minc1 • • • •
1"ba t 1'h.omas produced thirty large volumes on the most d1ff'1cul t o:r stibjects in .forty-eight yeare would indicate that
he himself' wasted little time. 8
He lived a rather quiet life these years, though
his f'a.-ne grew to such a degree that he "t1as even summoned
by King Louis to dinner, 9 ,,,as asked for 2.dVice by the
1'1n::- of Cyprus, the Duchess of Brabant, and many others

or lesser s ignificance.

He was also summoned to aid 1n

dz-awing up new constitutions of houses of studies.

~<Jhile

doing this 'l:ork, he had his atten ti.on drawn to Spain
and the rele.tions of Christians to the Moors.

Tb1s prompted

7 ~uoted by D'Arcy, pp. 37-38.
8

Ibid.

9 1t was here that, lost in thought, he suddenly exclaimed, "Hal That settles the ~1an1chees." In reply
Louis called his secretary to take clown the thought lest
it escape. D'Arcy, p. 39.

12
his Stmuna contra Gentiles, nthe nearest 1n scope to a
mod~rn philoso hical treatise that he ever attempted.nlO
From 12 59 until. 1266 he t:1as in Itai,, ·where he 'f.::rote
his Catena

Lurea, Oti'ice ,gt Corpus Christi. Comppjldium

Theologiae, and some commentaries on the Scriptures.

His

SUmma Theologica he began 1n 1.267 and finished 1n 1273.

In 1268 he was recalled to Faris to defend his and
,'\lbert•s Ar1stotellan1sm against a ne~ form that \ias reari ng 1 ts head, the Ave.rrhoist form, 'l'Jhich had

been some

years already 1n the making and was gaining considerable
curr ency.

Thomas tJa s t1pparentl.y rather successful in his

attack on the Averrhoists, for their influence s ubsequently declined.

In 1272 he retume d to Naples.

In 1274 he died, !!!.

route to the Council of Lyons at the request of Gregory

x,

and although there was a temporary reaction to his sys tem,
it t·,as already secure in t he thought of the Roman Catholic

Church.

Ttio years before his death, however, he had

ceaseu writing because of a vision given him in Naples
of t hings s o grand that to t·1rite more on eerth was impos-

sible.

11

Raynalde, non possum:

quia omnia que.e scrips1

videntur m1h1 paleae.Pll

!tt.•

1 °t>•Arcy, p. 41.
11~uoted by Pierre Rousselot, , b ffte½lectualgsm_gt
i,tomas· (Ne\'l York: Sheed and \i arii-; 936 1 p. 22 •

D.

Thomas• Thought

A Sketch of the S1grd.£1cant Points of His Systeml.2
1.

Pr1nc1p1es

~

Knowledge

Let us look first at Thomas• principles of knouledge.
Ho\1ever, ~t should be said that Thomas did not regard it
necessary, as does most modern philosophy, to begin ~1th

epistemology.

For him experience, the world, and a dis-

tinction between thought and that world were self-evidently
valid.
11

Even his admonition to "John" to seek the truthl3

in all dout,t~• should. be unders toad in the sense only of

critically examining the foundation or all truths.

To

Thomas the fact that we can kno,·1 means that we lmot1 reality.I'!

In this knowledge of reality the principle of contradiction and identity plays a ma3or part.

No one "can

assent to the thought that he does not exist; for in the

very act of thinking he perceives that he exists.nl5

12n,£'\rcy, pp. 75-250.
l8 11 sa1nt 1'homas is fully avare of both the limitations
and value of human reason and, there:rore, he makes his philosop)dcal approach to the supreme question of the existence
and mode of existence of God 1n a spirit or profound humility combined with assured con:fidence in the validity of
hurDP.n thinking. n Hilary J. Carpenter 11 ~ Ph1losoph1ca1
Approach to God in Thomism~" :illJl Thomist. I (1938), 46.
14D•Arcy•s v1nd1cat1on of this aga1nst Kant 1s not
entirely convincing.
15<tuoted by D'Arcy, p. '17.

14
1'h1s is to suy that tho intellect knows "be1nga (it

knotJS

that a stone is something and not nothing; 1t know~ that
I am s oraetbing and not nothing); what it says of being is
true (it knows reality as such); and the first la\"J::- ot

being are r ound 1n the principle of identity and contradiction (the intellect knoM3 that "th1s" is a "penc1111. - i dentity--a..11.d that it can.."1.ot be a

--contradiction).

,~~

11

stone 11 nt the same time

observation of Jacques Maritain 1s

Thomistic:

If positivism, old and new, and Kantiani sm do not
understand that ;nets.phys ics and h1losophy a re authent i cally science,, that 1s to say, fields of lmowl edge capable o certitude which 1s demons t rable,
univers al., and necessary, it is because they do not
understand that the intellect sees. (For instance
the int~llect sees the primary p1~nc1ples--pr1nc1pies
of identity, or non-contradi ction, of causality,
etc., be cause th e i n tellect brings out from sense
experien.ce intelligible. cont ents--f'1rst or ~ ll that
intelligible object, Be1ng--uhich exist in things
bu t are not perceived by the senses.) In the eyes
of the Kantiens am Positivists, the senses a lone
are intuitive, ~ e intellect serving only to connect end unity.
·
But if the intellect lmot-1s "being , 11 then wherein

1s the difference between a tree and a ~tone, both of' which
11

are , 11 .!• !.• , have being?

diversity?

Xbomas says there is a d1vers1t;.y exhibited

in the unity.

(The problem 1s, it s hould be said, mete-

physical and not logical.)

16~

Is everything u ni. ty w1thout

Range Rt_

sons, l'fflm"), p. 8.

Reason

"All the objects of our lmow-

(New York:

Charles scribn.er•s
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ledge have to be rigorously co-ordinated with the help
of the first principles, into a sy~tem ot being and becoming, essence and exl.stence, substance, accident and relation.1117

(l?or clnrity it Dhould be r emembered tha t

be~ng is not s genus, to which existence is relate

as

a species.)

~e s peak

or

the objects

or

our knowledge.

we know reality--by d1roct intuition?

How do

Thomas says not.

Our l·nowledge 01· objects is direct but, nevertheless., by

means of concepts.
It 1~ immediately that one sees, for example, a
stone, though it is thanks to the internal power
of the mind a.nd the determining aspect of the thing
t hat 011e is enabled to see. Sfght is not concerned
·w ith the conc'litions or its seelng , as 1r they themselves ,-1ere vi s ible things, but by means of these
1nterrned1er1es, thanlirs to thes·e canaitions, it is
concerned immediatf!Y with the visible thing \ihich
is bef ore the eye.
~lhen I renect,19 I k:no\·1 that I have .1 1.~ged "this"

.

to be a "stone, 11 but I lmow al.so that this conforms ,:11th
reality-, 'J:homas would say.BO

Jhat 1s lmo~Jn to a common,

l7D 1 Arey 1 p. 69.
lB~,uoted by D1Arcy, P• 82.
l 9 'lhere 1s a difference of opinion among 1'hom1st1c
commentators on the meaning of "l."eflection.
See D'Arcy,
p. 83 1 for a discussion.
11

20"A fundemental truth of the 1hom1stic theory of
of substance." M.
Grabmann, Tho11lvs
P: .H1§.. .Perlollit~.ml Thought.
translated by 1rg1 ~chercNew ~ :
rigmans, Green
and Co., 1928) 1 P• 79. Common sense is not, for 'l'homas,
being 1s the conviction of the reality

Agii\Df
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illiterate man, who is unhesitatingly certain that the
stone he sees is real, is known also to a literate philosopher, \•Jho 1 s 11ltew1se certain of the stone •s reality,

i'or .. it 1 s 1n so fa.r as the intell.ect reflects upon itseli' tha:t it realizes its truth.n21

Truth 1s not kno"WD

by t he corres pondence between the ·real world and t he con-

tent or our mind but in II reflection," the po111er of the
mind to know that it knows reality.
But if the intellect can kno,.-1 real.1ty, then \oihy the
intermediaries of sense and concept?
Thomas ans·we rs,

The sense organs,

giv•e us by intuition the content of our

sensa tion; 22 but the mind wants to know essences.

The

senses give us the data or graen-ness, brown-ness, height,
etc., that we call 11 tree 1 11 but our intellect wants to

an unrelle.ble cr1terion and Jacques Maritain, .SW.• .sa,. ,
P• ~2, 1s not in opposition to Thomistic principles when
he makes an appeal to a kind of common sense in this w~:
" ,1e have s. reeling that there 1s a mysterious unity of the
worlcl I that the who le of mank.1nd suffers f r om tho .iniquities ·which each r,ne undergoes and 1s helped by the generosity and 1.ove which each one displays 1n his individual life.
Somehpl-i this feeling must be true." (Emphasis is mine.)
Or a gain, "natural intelligence, the kind which is to be
tou.~d 1n common sense, is spontaneously focused on being,
as philosophy is in a systematic and premeditated way. 11
~. cit. 1 P• 210.
21~'Uoted from 12!, Veritate .PY P~Arc.Y., !>• 83.
2 2 11 1n sense perception a sense organ and a medium
are required--!!.•&•• 1n hearing, the ear is the sense organ and the air, in which certain vibrations are set up,
1& the medium • • • • Aquinas considers the imagination a
sense, tor he attributes a bodily organ to it, namely,
that part of the brain sit~~ted behind the rrontal looes."

1?
know "tree-ness, n the ,..,hatever-1t-1s (substance. essence.
nature) that makes this object a tree end not a stone or
an automob11e,.

Only by joining these concepts and sen-

s a tions i nto synthetic juagrnents can one lmot, real things
or persons. 23 ':Che 1nte1lect knows , in th1s way. the
obje ct "tree," not as e pec1es but a.s "this" tree.

s pecies is only the

II

'lhe

instrument by which \•:e lm.ow the ob-

ject (smg_ 111tel11,q;itur). n24
In a.ccordP.nce ~;11th this the ory of reality ond the
knot•Jledge of' it, l:homas places truth formally in the

Judg-

ment and not 1n sensations or concepts, a lthough these
l. t t e r a.r e s e pm:~1bles \ihich are inherent 1n the 5m!I. act

of juds1ng and are not antecedent bits of knowledge.
Eve?•y judgment, t hat 1 s to Sa¥, 1s for ~homas a synthetic

and not an analytic 3udgment.

Even a judgment of ide nti-

ty ( "this'' is a "stone") is s ynthetic.

1b1s .tact accounts

for the f alllbill ty of rea son , for 1t may make a wrong
synthesis.
A fe •J words s hould be inserted here about what Thomas

s.

J. Curtis,

A.IDlW H1stor1 Rt. W
estef

the M1dd!e Ages TLoiilon: . .Macdonnld

PP• l.41 •

an

1:h11osonhy J.11
Co., Ltd. 1 1950),

231he d.1.fi'erence between this and Kant' t vie,w is that
Kant places the 11.t'orms oi' sons1bi1ity" 1n the structure
ot the mi.rd while 1'bomas places them 1n the things themselves.
24

s.

J. Curtis, all•

£11•, P• 162.
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means by the term, "concept."

11

By the word concept he means

some thing more l.ike generation than image or cop:,.n25
Concept, rela ted to the

t-10:rd

~ an evolving process; and
My !mowing tha t

11

"concepUon 1 " 1s not a static
11

kno\1ledge 1s a l1fe.n26

this 11 is a "stone" 1s 1n some war a liv-

ing process; somehow the stone and I are united 1n the
process of knowing ; my kno,-11ng 1s basical.ly an immment
act.
Kno\,iing consists n e ither in :receiving an impression
nor in producinc.1 a n image; it is somthing much
more intimate and much more profound. To lmow is
to become: to become the non-I • • • • To know,
theref.ore, consists of imma terially becoming another,
insofar as it 1s :mother, a llud !s gnsntum allud:27
It might ba pictured as the f"lot:er1ng of a plant t1h1ch
t akes over elements for 1ts 11.f'e from the sunshine and air

around it, but t he picture must have 11m1tat1ons:

l) the

plant a bs orbs and takes into 1 tself the external and the

external no longer remains an object; 2) the p lant is not
self-conscious.

l·Jhile the mind in knol: ing does s omeho\1

become one \-11th the object, yet the object remains reel
and r emains "out there. 11

1:homas is no rigid ide a list.

(Truth, rem'--'mber, 1 s for him the
of the mind with its object. 11 )28

25D•Arcy,

11

recognized conformity
"The coincidence

P• 88.

26~"'Uotf!o b:, D •Arey, p • 90.

27J
,-,f + I p • 12 •
·· • Mari taiD, JUl• .S...,•

28 1
D A2t?y, P• 92.

or the
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kno,..1er and the known, or the sub3ect and the ob3ect

,.n j;l!s1

identity gt_ .mm, .I.Sl,1 here 1s the llhole metaphysical secret

of lrnowledge s.s such. 11 29

In other term$,:

1s poten•tiality while Goa 1s pure act.
in a being

11

the human mind

Act is the factor

1r1hich makes 1 t a being of' such or such perf'ec-

tion; actua tion 1s the communication of the act to the

potency, or correlatively, a reception of' that a ct 1n the
potency.

It i s a self-dona tion, a un1on. 0 30

Water 1s

ice potential.l.y, tee 1s ice actually; human mind is perfect, i mmane.n t knowledge potentially, God 1s such actual-

ly.
Consequently, man's knowing 1s a growth, a process
from potentiality (potency) to actuality (act).

In this

process the mind needs a ssistance of the senses.

They

provide, however, only the outward guise of nature and not
its essence.

dith regard to these sense impressions the

mind 1s passive, but \'11th regard to 1ts own i mmanent ect
it 1

nctive--1. e., it conver~s the sense data into its

o.-m. 11:re.

The senses provide the specific data, the mind

the universal concept, and the two are united into a syn-

thetic ludgment.

Moreover (and this is

.
the paradoxical 1n

Thomas• theory of knowledge), "the intelligible being

29Ibid., quoting J. Marecha1.

301homes u. Mullany, "The Incarnation: De la TaJ.lle
v s . Thomistic Tradit1on,u ,b. ?,bomist. XVII (1954), a.
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understood is knowledge.n31

irbe more I know myself, the

more I kno1;1 that this or that object 1s not I; 1n one act
I know myself and other things for what they are.

Accor-

dingly, since P'-lre being is also pure act 1 and since

self-consciousness increases as o.n e ascends the ladder of'
being , God, the perfect Being, 1s also absolutely selt-

consc.tous; He is such that in knowing Hillltielt knows all;

He is pure subject.
2.

~

Nature of' Reality

To understand ho\·1 it is that the more I kno1,;r myself' 1 32
the more I know things tor themselves, it will be necess a ry to examine Thomas • ui:i,ders tending or the n ture or reality.

Being is f'o r him of prime importance, as cen be

seen in t he following handy:: 11st or definitions of' Thomistic terms.

( Note that they all center around the ide a

or being.)
Essence is what a being 1s;
Existence is the act by 'Which a being 1s;
Potency 1s that uhi.c h can be, or the capac1 ty f'or

being;
Act 1s that which exists;
Subs
c 1st.hat which has existence in itself;
Ace e
1s. that which has no autonomous existence;

God s the Being that exists and cannot not exist;
, e 1s that by which being begins to be;
Ef']ict 1s that which exiSts by virtue of another being;

~ID 1 Arcy, P• 96.
3211 The knol'H:?•r

1n the act of knowing 1s the known itself 1n the act of being known." Maritain, ,sm. SU•, P• 14.

21.

lms1. 1s the

reason for the existence of being;
The true 1s being insofar as it 1s known;

~

1s being insofar as it 1s desired;
is the passage from non-being to being;
..,..iopoii~ and form are the elementa_of substantial being,
which 1s created and corporea1.w

How, then, does Thomas regard being 1n itself? Being
1s the aspect under which all reality 1s kno\-1n; it 1s
11

,-Jha t the intellect conceives first as something best

known, and it is to being that it reduces all other knowledge.1134

The least we can say of' this stone is that it

!s something snd not nothing Ci,.!!.•• it has being); the

most vJe can say or it is that it is such-end-such a being.
Consequently, mete.physical study must begin and end with
a study of being, with ontology; for unless some ldnd of'
structure can be found in 'being itself', we really know
nothing.

HencG the question, "What are the necessary conditions
for objects to be real and to be thought of as 'real?"
Thomas proceeds from data of' exper1ence35 and notes

~rancesco Olginti, l'mt Ku

.to

Thomas, translated by John--S:- Zyl:fura

~hi
~ .2t ~
s .---i:;ours: Jr."""Hi"rdel'

BookCo., 1925), p. 43.

Cf'. also
35aemember that Thomas is no ideal.1st• sense eJg>er1ence,
and not concepts, is the beginning of kno\';iedge. Nor, on
the other hand, 1s he a material.1st. "Sense • • • is not
a material faculty; 1 t receives the i"orm of an external
object without its matter. Aquinas 1s ad finite opponent
of' materialism•." s. J. Curtis, .SU:.• .sll,., p. 140.
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that according to the law or contradiction a thing (a
bo1ng)36 cannot both be and not be; if it "1s," then 1t

does not 11not-be."

:i.heref'ore 1 to use his example, if' cold .

water becomes hot ~ater, there must be something more than
coldness in the water.

i bis something is what Thomas,

1'ollowing the standard medieval adaptation

or

Jo\r.1stotle,

calls the potency (potentiality) to be something else in
act (actuality).

To the extent that a being 1s in act, it

is pure being; to the extent that 1t is only potency, it
is defective being.

AU.objects

or

our experience, ~h1ch

are not pure act (God is that), are 1n some way composite. ·
And yet their being is only 9.Jmt d spite the fact that

their composites are separable in thought and 1n reality;
!_. !.• , potency 1s not simply an aspect or act, for nonbeing and being cannot be aspects or each other, but they
are both, potency and act, realities.
Further, as a kind or sub-division of potency and
act,37 ThomB.e makes use of the c3ist1nct1on between matter
and for-m.

This 1s the second distinction.

1s steam (or ice) 1n potency.

bl.1t

Just

""S

water

water in act, so, with

regard. to extension, bodies have 1nd1vis1b111ty in a.ct

36"Be1ng" e.."Cpresses the act of! b~ing (existence),
while "thing" expresses the essence. D'Arcy, P• 120.
Grabmann, sm,. cit., p. 76.
87~0 call it a sub-division, as D'Arcy does, would
not meet with approval of all commentators. D'Arcy, P•

23

(and that is their form) but d1v1s1b1l1 ty 1n :potency (and

t..lia.t 1s their mstter); they have 1 that 12 to say, pure
multiplicity and pure unity at the same time.

~"ver-1 object

is one in act (a toJindow pane, for 1ristance) and multiple

1n potency (a smashed ~1ndow pane); there may be a thousand fragments (multipl1c1 ty) to a tdndou psne broken or

there may be a thousand trees, but the fragments are st1li
:fragments of the window pane (unity) and the tho\lsand
trees are still all exhibitions of tree-ness.

words,

11

In Aquinas•

the principle of individuation 1s not the common

nature • • • ; it must be the materia S1Fnsta

ouwititate

--matter ns marked or doterm1ned by quantity. 1138
Thomas• third distinction 1n being is that between
essence and ex1stence 1 a distinction probably Neo-Platon1c
1n origin, passed on to Thomas through Av1cenna~9 and

.

It was lett to Thomas , however, to

\\'1111 am of Auvergne.

attach to it

11

a protomid importance. 1140

With this d1s-

t1nct1on Saint iiiomas was able to make a clear-cut division
between God and contingent beings; 1n Him essence alld
existence are 1dentical,.4l 1n all else there 1& a real

38 01g iati, RR.•

cit.,

p . 55.

39 n•Arcy, p. 111.

4 °F. c. Coplestone, Medieval PhJ1osophY (New York:
Ph1losoph1~al Library, 1952), P• 89.
4lan the term "existence" H1l81'1 Carpenter, .s&• ~••
P• 54, has this to say. 11 Used substantively the word ease

24

d1st1nc tion between the two.
necessarily (essent1a1ly)

11

~et is to say, God alone

1s." while creatures "are•

only- contingently; the essence of man, i"or example, requires scmeth1nR besidP.s itseir to exist; it 1s not his
n ature (or essence} necesssril.y to e,tist; he could notexist; his na ture i s 1nte1Ug1ble even ~hen he is dead.

One might say-, then. that ms.n•s essence is the potency of

his act

or

existence, where ex i stence 1s act~

excell.ence.

Fotency c annot realize .itself (else it 'tJould be act-a cont r adiction) i the r e is no such "thing" as "becoming, 11
t here are only things which become.

Yet potency 1s some-

thing r eal, though never apart from act; it is that
:Jhich preserves d1st1nction 1n being and which leads to

the ontological hierarchy in which the highest degree of
being is act, the next is essence which is pure form <!•
-'!.•, t,hich 1s 1n potency to e j,: 1stence), and the next, es-

sence \1hich 1s not pure rorm but matter and form

tency to existence and to matter).

(in

po-

Nan is the highest

among the beings of this last degree because, though made

of matter and form, he 1s a ble to reflect and to know
rea Uty.42

implies fsr more then the mere tact of ex1stencei it is
synonymous w1 th • actual pertec:t1on. • • • • The .UH or
Peter, tor example, signifies ewJ:7 actual perfectlan or
this man and not merely the fact that he exists."
42For 1!.h.omas• chain of being 1n chart form sees. J.
Curtis, .911• al.•, P•· 180.
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~omas speaks further of' a twofold 1121\!l, ot being,
the substantial and the actua1.

·~hen we think of a tree

we cannot he1p thinking of 1t as a subject around which
are c1ustered43 the attributes of color, size, etc.

For

Thomas, t heref ore, t h1-s necess1 ty o-r thought means that
substance (subject) necessarily 1~, it 1s an intelligible
(not a sensible) reality.

The tree-ness or the tree i s its

substance; t he color, etc., are its accidents.

"Substance

1u a thing whose essence it is not to have its being in
another thing. n44

It i s a mode (.9.1m.) of existence that.

i s due to certain m tures and no t to others. 45

And the

t wo, substance and accident , are Joined in 1bomas• dJ.st1nct1on

or

matter end f orm as the principle responsible

for both the identity a nd the change 1n accidents.

The

substance changes ll!, its accidents.
Dut how is one being related to ~other--a tree to
a s tone or a horse to a man?

There i s a unity (both are

"beings") e.nd there .i s a diversity (a tree is not a stone),

43niey are not to be pie tured • however, as satellitea
of a planet, for they lead us to the t:roe nature ot the
thing.
44 cuoted by D'Arcy, p. 122.
45 noeneral].y Sa int Thomas employs the word essence to
express what the thing is, natur5 to express the essence
as the principle ot act1v1-ey. an substance for its mode
of existence." D1P.rcy, p. 122. "He uses the word subsistence, or ,postasis Csuppos1t~), for a material substance whic exists incommunicaly and
for a similar kind of being which is rational." _b ___
•

,efl!n
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but how explai.~ it?

Thom~s ~ses the doctrine

or

analogy

to solve the problem of the one a..~d t he m!mY in being.
Things which P...re ana1ogous are partly the same and partly

dii'ferenti "analogous" 1s mid-way between "univocaln and
"equivocal •."

Xo speak of 1n1'1n1te God as being and of

finite crea tures as being i s to use the term ''beingn ana-

logously; it 1s not to identify int"inite and finite.
While other universals, such as animal-ness, are univoc a l (,!.!!.••their differences lie outs ide the notion it-

self), this ia not true of being (which, remember, 1s not

a genus).

1ben wherein is the unity and wherein the di-

versity in analogy?46
Aquinas speaks of

t\'JO

kind& of analogy:

( attribution) and proportionality.

proportion

/malogy of propo~tion

regards the meaning of be1ns as a unity with only relative
differences; analogy of proportionality regards the meaning as a diversity with only relative unity.

The relation

of s ubstance to accident or abso1ute to cont1r'8ent would
be an analogy of proporii.lon.

Anal.ogy

0£

proportionality

h1hich D • Arey and, according tp him, most modem 'r:homists

believe was Saint Thomas I intention \d th the doctrine of
analogy)47 means that a common meaning is attributed to

461'.homists differ on interpretation here.
~r1ng mainly D'Arcy•s expos1t1on.

I am of-

47 nFather D'Arcy suggests that Aquinas was teellng
his wa.v towards a final statement (on proportion aa4

sever a l things owing to a resemblance exis ting between

t ,·10 se t s of r el a t1ons or proportions.

One can speak ot

six and four h aving this in common that as six 1s the
dou ble of t hr•e e , so i'ow:· 1.s the double of two.

Thomas ' example.

!1:his is

Accordingly, \,;hen tJe speak of Goel. • s

k r10~ l edge, 1rse mean (by ana logy or proportio.nallty) that

as our kno~l edge i s to our contirlgent being, so God's
lmot-1ledge i s to Hi s absolut e .Being; we do not mean that
our knowledge i s to Hi s imowledge a s accident 1s to sub-

stance .

And a s the mode of existence of an accident is

i n proportion to its being, so is that of' substance to
1ts be1ng.48

This is, in a limited ,1ay 1 an agnosticism.

If' t he only Jmo\'1ledge, l et us say, that 't:e have of six and
of three i s t-1ha. t we can know f'ro10 f our and

t\-10,

then in

a s ens e we cmmot k11ow six and three a t sll; but onJ.y 1n

a sense 1s tha t so, for Thomas insists that analogy does
rea lly tell us something mesningf'ul about that \;;h1ch

\-le

cannot know except by snalosv.

proportionality~. On th1- theory we should expect him
to hold to the analogy or proportion in his earlier ·w orks
and then, l a ter, to adopt proport1onal1'tY. This 1s precisely what Saint Thomas cloes not do. He appeaJ.s 1n tum
to proportion or proportionality , so that one can only
admit th3t he has not given his 2.ttention to a definite
t heory of sno.loQ but su1 ts his terminology t o the particular problem he has 1n hand." s . J. Curtis, .sm,. ~ -,
p. 162.
48TJ1e difference from Kant 1s again that 1'homas regards the anal ogy as a part er the Nal world of e;.1stence
and essence while Kant x-egards it s.1mply' ~ a category.
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In other words, :ln the f'ollowing analogy of' proport1onal1ty: 49

-

God
His Being

created
PfflPt;
its be

there a re not two unlm.owns (God and His Being) but onl.7
one (His Being).

~e

.sm lcnow

God by the five proof's

(sect ion three belo,·1) and, ther tore, we can krlot,' also
Hi s Being from this an·"l.ogy.

Or, again, 1n the follotJ1ng

analogy:

-

contingent being
1ts being

First cause
H1s Being

the t..1:Jo t erms on the left we kno,-1 by direct experience;
the third term we kno1:1 1nd1rectl.y by causality; and,

therefore, we can al ~o lmow t he fourth term, His Be1Dg1
by proportionality.

In general, then,

11

·t he doctrine of' ana logy is nothing

more than a restatement of act and potency in the light
of' concept a.nd predication. 1150
As substance and accident are modes o~ being in our

experience, so, at the top

or

being h as three transceriden tal
t-1a ys of being regarded) :

the o,ntological ladder,

attri bgtes,

unity <mmm>

1

or

modes

(1,. I.• ,

truth Cyerwp) 1

and goodness Cbgnum).

(Beauty 1s significantly om1 t-

ted. )51 As. such modes

or being,

these three cha racter1s-

49 s. J. Curtis I sm,. s..il• • p. 162.
SOD 1 Arcy, p. 133.
51see D•Arcy. PP• 140 ff.
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tics are present 1n _var.,1ng d egrees 1n all beings.

Ever,-

thing has someth1.ng 1n it of' unity, of' truth, and of goodness.

Evil, therefore, 1n a substance consists 1n its

lack or some thing 'l'lhich it 1s naturally apt and ought to

have--a man

\•1; thout

an ear, for example. 62

It has no

mea ning s ave 1n reference to an existing good, and it can-

not be c aused e xcept by what is good •

.ft.nalogy, then, preserve.s, 1t explains the um.ty and
diversity or being, but 1n substances composed of' form

and matter, the diversity (the principle of individuation)
is in the matter and the wuty in the form.

The form 01'

tree is universal; that there are tree,1. is due to the
matter, "matter as quantified" (ma,teris

t a te).

s1gnata guanti~

.Remember that f'or fhomas matter 1 s not 1Dtel.ll-

g1 ble , only form 1s; it 1s, therefore, matter tha t individu-

a tes, that adds nothing to our knowledge of the essence
of a tree53 am yet makes this tree dif'f'erent from that

52010ted by D'Arcy, p. l.42.
53 Th1s presents a slight d1f't1culty in man. If' matter (body) is the principle of' individuation, then the
soul after death t1ill have no individuality. So 1'homas
regarded the body and soul more closely knit: the soul
\:;a s not a substance res1C,1ng in, hampered by, e:id waiting to be freed from body. Rather body and soul are one
human being; the soul 11 1.nt'orms" the whole body. Moreover,
the soul, in contrast to other forms, is not only 1ntel11g1ble tut intelligent: the form can tree ~tself' from
the particularity of its matter. From this ~homas deduces its 1morte.l.1ty. See Jacques Mar1ta1n, lb!. RAps;e

st. Reason,

PP• 59 rt.
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tree.

It one asks what the relation between this tree

and that is, Thomas anst1ers that relation itself is a re-

ality, a unique kind of entity.

i'llere are three &orts:

a) a relation rea1 from one side only(!,• I.•• that between
kno"t.1er and kno,1n); b) rela tion purely
1n 5.dentity:

tively:

ratiopis

(!_. &•,

.

"man" is a "rational animal"); or, nega-

a loaf of bread is better than nothing; c) a re-

l ation of species to genera, which i s real from both sides.
Rel ation ha s reality, it 1s a thing; but, just as accident has reality only in rel~t1on to substance, so rel.a,I

tion has reality only in term" or something else.

We

mey, for instance, have all the sense data, the tacts,

about a thing

,,,1 thout

seeing their inner corm.ect1on:

tJ1thout knowing, that 1s to say, the reality ot relation.

The fundamental. character of this theory of being
\"1111 be apparent in our next three sections:

God, the

Universe, Man, and Ethics.

:.-;. 1!l!.

Exi,stence

A112. Nature .e!. -'i.9JI.

\'11th regard to the existence of God, 'lbomas, in ac-

cord \-;1th his t:ihole system, rejects any Anselm1c ontologi-

cal argument but proceeds 1"2-om experience.

He does not

argue from the concept to the ex istence of God but from

human experience to the reality

ments are well known:

or

God.

The five argu-

the argument from motion, from ef-

ficient causality, from the possible and necessary being,
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f'rom the gradation of' things, f'rom the subjection ot
things to guidance ( this lest slso called the argument

from design). 54
O:f' the nature

or

God

it can be said that He is per-

:i"ect1on, goodness, wisdom, lif'e, intelligence, and all
other s uch guul1 ties that contain 1n them no imperfection

(reason 1s able to determine wat they are).

By saying

this, we are say1n~ some thing different from the assertion that He is pure Being.

Because

or

an~logy, it does

mean s ome thi11g to us to attribute qualities to H1m.
Thomas

st.

,-1as not interested 1n retaining t..lie remoteness s..wid

t.·:1 thdrawn self-suf'fic i ency of' Aristotle •s god; he, theref ore, attemptF.d to a void it by the doctrine of' analogy and
by the

insistenca t hat God does kno\1 all creatures 1nd1v1-

duall.y

by

name, though 11 how l-Je does so must be in great

part, a t least, his O\'ln secret. nS5
4.

.9m1. 1iYli. the up1yerse

God is, for Thomas, transcendent; He is "in all things
by essence, but by H1s own essence.n 56

The universe is

the outcome of His goodness, "a f'1n1te subsistent part1cai-

54o•Arcy. pp. 154 f't., has en extensive and lucid de-

fense of these arguments.
55 D•Arcy, pp. 174 f'f'.

Ia., q. 18 1 a. 3.

Qioted by D'Arcy, P• 177.
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P tion w1 th an order in 1 t bnsed on the degree of resem-

blance to the divine prototype, 11 5'7 a creation which leaves

the Creator unchm1ged Cactio

m, .n passol;

cr eation 1s not

a cha nge but a rela tion to b~:1.ng itself' which includes

'Jhether creation were in time or All

a l so conservation.

a eterno could not be proved, lj;homas thought, by reason:
cr e a tion means only t hat beings 1n c reation are contingent
on the Creator; as far as reason is concerned, tbe con-

tingency could be .f1n1 te or 1n1'1n1 te e1 ther in number or

duration or in both.56
5.

Nature and

!In

The world i s made up of bodies composed of matter
and fozm.

1'11e presence

ot matter is s hown

by passivity,

d1vi s i b111ty, a r eadiness to suffer change; form 1s responsible for the distinctness and determinateness and
activ:t ties of bod ies., Man 1s
one being, composed or matter and form: there can
be onl y one .form in a substance, as 1t is the fom
which determines the subject to be wha t 1t is. The
soul in men 1s the form of the body, d et e'ND1mng 1t
to be a human body; but the soul has en activity
t1h1ch intrinsically is immaterial • • • • i}ieref'ore the s oul itself', ·the subject g6 this activity,
must be immateria l am subs.:I.Stent.

57D•Arcy, P• 179.
58orabmsnn, sm,.

cit. , p. 112.

59D•Arcy, p. 211. Our soul, unlike our body, 1s not
limited by time and space. It 1s1 therei'ore, an 1rnrne,ter1a1
substance and not subJect to end. See note 63 above.

e. m1cs
Finally, a word about thonas I ethics.

PJ.s

general s tandpoint can be easily summed up as f'ollot'1 s : man is composed of' matter and spirit. Having such a nature he als , haG a definite end or
good, and that tr11ll be good f'or h1m which is 1n
a ccor dance with the law oi' his nature and tends to
1 ts perf'ection. But being sp1r1t, \oJ1th the 1mmanent activity of' a sp.trit, he is conscious or himself
to some extent and or the law or his being; again,
be ing spirit, be 1s aware of' objective truth and
objective goodness; 1n other words, he 1s aware of
an absolute stanciSI•d. lie mus t bow to tl'\1.th and
follo\'1 goodness as <iuty. It is his reason which is
1'.is ::ipec1f'ic c hara cteristic, and i t 1s reason which
gives him absolute standards. Therefore, he must act
according to J:•ight reason, and he must regulate
the various tendencies in him by tb1s criterion.
All that tends to the perfection of his manhood will
be good because 1 t is natural; but as this nn ture
i e revealed to him in comciousness 1n his rea.::;on,
he must d evelop his body, his sensitive powers, his
instincts, bis social, mental aai artistic 1ncl111ations, not irresponsibly, but by the rule revealed
to him 3.n con sciousness, ,,hic:h is for him as .t'unda
mental as the first pr.l.nc1ples of being and truth. 60
Ultima te happ! 1ess 1s this that one know · even as one is

known, that one has the Beatific Vision, that one knows
God's Essence.

CHAPTER III
THE 10RD IIi THE COlllMEN'.rARI ON F'I RST CORI MTHIANS

Keeping this philosophical structure 1n mind, we
turn to wha t Saint ~omas seys 1n his commentary on F1rst
Corinthians with regard to the ·:ord of God.

Xhe sub3ect

will be trea ted under the foll \•;1ng seven headings:
The ·,•ord in its:

a ) preaching-teacbing function; b) nor-

m tive function; c) s a lutary function; d) relation to
nat ur al knowledge; e) relation to . the Incamate Word;
relation to the Church;

f')

g)

relation to love end f aith.

Tt•;o preliminary observa tions are in order.
the

II

First,

ord of God, 11 treated 1D this \'Jay, is to be under-

stood, as I have already stated·, 1n its general sense
of intelligible revelation of the superna tural, that
which cannot be attained by human reason ~ithout revela-

tion, though it can (e.nd should) be 11 pro:ved and defined
against those who deny 1t.nl It i ncludes the spoken Vord,
the written Word, and the Incarnate 'i.-"ord, but as a general
term implies no distinction.

Secondly, that revelation

1s °\'J ithout error and without contrad1cti011 for Thomas hel'd1.y

needs proof; such was the general assumption of his

·hp•

IJ. van der Ploeg 11 :Che P1ace ot Holy Scriptures 1n
the Xbeology of Saint i\,omas,•
X (194'7) 1 3911422. F. Olgiat1 .nie._ ~ lQ .t.M..~~1111~ Xho~
transle.ted by Jobs." Zj1iuri ~ s: r.-neraeiYk

Co., 1925).
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time and there are abundant indica tions ot it in the F1rat

Corinthians commentary.2
P..

Preach1ng-Teach1ng Function

Saint i't,o.t!k"lS recognizes a necessity f'or the admonition

that Paul as apo~tle gives the Corinthians.3

It is neces-

sary to speak the Word of' God; it is necessary to preach.
In prea ching, furthermore, the ttisdom and the potior of

the prea cher matte a difference in the effect of the i ord •

• • • Christ sent apostles for both (preaching and
baptizing] , in such a way, however, that they would
do the prea ching themselves in person ( ner seipsos),
as t hey themselves said in Acts 6:2 • • • • He
wot1ld baptize, hot·1ever, through the lesser ministers, and this i s due to the fact that in baptism
the sincerity or
nothing: for it
i s g iven through
in the preaching

the virtus of the baptizer effects
is of' no import whether the baptism
a greater or lesser minister; but
of the Gospel the 111isdom and Virtus

2 11 0ne sin.~le error 1n the Bible or 1n the dogma tic
tea ching or the Church would be sufficient to undermine
the whole of religion." Pierre Rousselot, .'D!!t, ~e11ectu~ of st. !of!s• transla ted by 1c•r. James o• ~ ony
"{1iewYork:
and 'la rd, 1'953) 1 P• 72 (note). A distinction is to be made, however, in locating an error.
"When ,-;e kno\-J from revela tion that Christ 1s man, or that
man must serve God, the idea •man• has become the object
or revelation. Therefore, Saint ~homas analyzes it and
many other ideas 1n order that we migbt better Wlderstand
the sense of' revealed truth. ih1s unde rstanding 1s, of
course, human, fallible, and not to be 1de11t1fied with
faith. It 1s the product of' theological think1.ng." J.
van dt-: r Ploeg, 9Jl.• ~ - , P• 413.
3 super
sto1ss §.. .fAgU Lel:ura, ed. v111 revisa,
cura P. Raphaeis, O. P. llloiiie~r1ett1, 1963) 1 I, Section 21. The location of the quotations will be indica ted
henceforth by a simple numera1, usually 1n parentheses

See

Enf
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of the preacher have much effect, and so the office
of' preaching the apostles, as the greater m1n1sterp.
exercised, just as 1t is said of \..hrist Himself', John
A:2, thnt He did not baptize but His disciples did.
(39J

'lhe most effective preaching is that done by the wisest
preacher, that is, the preacher who knows most or the
things of God, and

by

the most "virtuous" preacher, that

1s, the preacher t1ho has most of' the po"t1er of' God. 4

Is

the wisest s nd most powerful preaching the most effective
because it hinders less the Spirit--and the perfect sermon
\1oulcl be the perfect channel of' the Sp1r1t--or does . it

have a more positive function, apart from the Spirit ~orking
t hrough it?
when

Saint Thomas has more to say on the subject

he wr-ites of' sap1ent1a and its use.

He says, rela-

tive to ~aul's not preaching with the wisdom of' man

(mm,

!n sapientia verb1 1 1 Cor. 1:1?} 1 that a distinction must
be made between teaching Jn sn»1ent1a vgfbi and using u.p1entia verbi in teaching.
He

teaches with wisdom of' word who takes the wisdom

ot the word as the principal root of his doctrine,
in such a way, namely, tbat he accepts only those

f'ollo\'11ng the quotation or reference, the numeral .referring
to the
of' the comnentary. ~1th regard to citation
I haveo owed this practice: ~uotations occurring 1n
the text ot this thesis I have translated as literally as
possible (and, therefore, often crudely} into l!hg3.1sh.
1'hose occurring in the footnotes I have retained in the
original Lstin.

feftion

4Th1s is a conjecture as to the exact meaning of
v1rtus here.

3.7

things which contain wisdom of word and rejects those
things ~h1ch do not have ~1sdom of word; and this
tends to ~or:rupt i'ai th. He, on the other hand, uses
wisdom of the word who, having accepted the fundamentals o f the true fa1 th (suppos!tts vYaie fidei fundament1s), uses 1n the service o
he
th anything
that he may find ot truth in the teachings of the
philos ophers. (43) 5
Ii'or ·whoever
lea..ris principally on teaching w:1 tl wisdom of \•Jord as
such makes the ci,oss of t.hrist in vain Ceyacuat).
There:f'ore, to t each \'Ji th wisdom of \ JOrd is not a
proper manner for ~hr·istian faith. This is why
[ Paul] says , "lest the cross of l.hr1st be made ot
none effect,n that i s , lest, if I should want to
preach with wisdom of words, faith be removed from
the power of the cross of Christ. (46)

And this is a violation of the root of Christian teaching,
viz., s a lvation througb the cross of Chr1st. 6 The word
of t he cross, tha t is, the proc.l amat1on .of the cr oss of
~hrist, 7 1s, t herefore, central to Christian teaching
and preaching.a

So it seems that theology 1s just11'1ed 1n using philosophy and preaching 1n ~sing oratory, a distinction being
made between teaching \d th wisdom of words and

l1Sing

wisdom

6ct. also 77: "Ut sc111cet supra dixit quod non fuit
1ntentionis quod sua praedicatio n1teretur philosoph1c1s
ration1bus, ita nunc dicit non tw.sse suae 1ntentio.n1s
n1t1 rhetor1c1o persuas1on1bus."
6 "Pr1nc1pale •. •• autem 1D doctrine f1de1 cllristianae est salus per crucem Christi tacta." 45.
711 verbum cruc1s, id est annunt1.at1.o crucis ChrisU
• • • ~" 47.

8Apollos showed

from lb!. Scriptures

Jesus as Christ.

136.
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ot \olor<ls in teaching, the latter

being permissible.

other wor ds, the princ1pal1s radiX is not
rather, the ppesuppos1.t 1ons of i'aith:

sapientia

In

but 1s,

what determines the

truth of a thing is not whether it is understandable but
whether it is a part of revelation.

To the presuppositions

of 1'a1th is added 1n gbseguium ficle1 whatever in the t each-

1nss of the philosophers is true.

But how does one dis-

cover what are the vera in these teachings?

Or from

where do t he sup;gosita fundamenta f1d.e 1 derive?

does not say explicitly.

Thomas

However, one might conjecture9

that the believer can j udge what is true, since the cross
i s foo~1shness on]J, because of a detectus sapientiae which
is the chnra,c teristic of non-bel.ievers.
removed:

T.he defect is

I'aul

shows how God removes (supplet) the stated defects

[or wisdom, ot power, and of righteousness ] 1n His

preachers through Christ. First as to the detect
or \iisdom, when He says, "who, 11 namely c·t-...rist, 11 1s
ma.de unto us" preachers or faith, and, through us,
to a ll the faithful, "wisdom, 11 because we a re made
wise by clinging to Hi~, Who is the wisdom or God,
end by participating in Him through grace • • • •
Christ is sa id, moreover, to have been made our
rir,hteousness inasmuch as through faith in H1m we
are justified • • • • We are sanctified through
Christ, i nasmuch a s through Him ,-1e are Joined to
God~ in ~<tbom is true nob1l,,1tas. (71)
Preaching does in some way remove the defect 1n man.

9 11 • • • Considerandum quod id quad est in se bonum,
non potest al1cui stultum v1der1 1 n1si propter defectum
sapientiae. Haa:est ergo causa quare verbum cruc1s quod
est s al,ttirerum credent1bus, guibusdam v1detur stultit1a,
quie. aunt 1ps1 sapientia privat1. 11 49.
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Through f aith in Christ, by ~,hom we are Joined to God, ,,,e
acqu1~e wisdom.

Apparently faith is, then, the acceptance

of ·what reve l ~t t1on says as true without unders·t anding the
rationale of it:. an acceptance of the fundamenta f'ide1
·which is not based on the "wisdom of 'Word" 1nli:erent 111 .

them.

i,11saom consis ts in not letting human v•a nity pre-

vent the acceptance of those

fundamenta by

faith.

the fai t h t ha t bring s Christ into the heart is

Bu·t

caritatel-0

format a ; 11 i 't not only accepts as true t:Jhat revelation
says but dnsires the Revealer.12

It 1s van!ty too, ap-

paren tly , which rejects cari tas.

li'or S~1nt Thomas says

or vanit y :
As a discipl e comes to know the ,:,~sdom of his teacher
t h:rough the words \'/hich he hears from him, so man
was able to come to kno·wledge of the 'l-11sdom or God
through the cre atures made by Him • • • • But man,
be caus e of' the vanity of his heart, strayed f'J"om a
righ t know;J.edge o f God (recMtud~e divw cggpitionis) • • • and so Qod, le s t e fait
to a
s aving knotJledge of Him throu8h other th1!'.gs, which
are not round in the structure Crailo) of the creature s themselves because they are regarded as foolish
b:, l'J orld.l y men, who con~ider only the structure of
human things. 1'\nd o~ this kind are the teachings
(documenta) of faith. It is as though a teacher, noting that his meaning 1s not unders·t ood by the hearers

10caritas:

11

a love given entirely to God."

Anders

sg, EJ:•os I trP..nslated by Philip s . ~·Jatson
(London: s. P. C. K., 1953), P• 622.
11155.
12Nygren, 2Jl• sll•, pp. 626 ,tt., believes that rrotestant obje ctions to the scholastic idea of sraco and of
se.lvation Miss the point in.· not cente ring around the m1stalten notion or love in scholasticism. see also pp. 642 tt.
ltlygren, .A151:1pa

..
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in the words that h.e has used, seeks to use othei-words through which to make clear wh:it he has 1n
his heart. (55)
'
Because man i..~ his van11;yl3 han strayed from a knowledge
of God, God had to "get through" to h1m by dif'f'erent meth-

ods.

Divine wisdom (J... Jl•, lmO\'lledge of i.'lho He is and

how He acts} 1s no longer grasped by man.
God uses t he cross.

t"heret'ore,

It is as though I should explain to

someone 1n words who and what I'am; that someone does not
understand \•Jhat I am trying to say; consequently, I show
it by a ction.

f .s.nkind

1s sim1.larly deaf to the words of'

God ancl so ha s t o tur.u to the cross which 1 t can see.
I-:resumabl:,, the11 1 God has revealod His· essence in the
Old Testamentl4 (and through philosophy?), but most people
miss the :point becauee of their vanity.
born and is crucif ied.

Ergo the Son 1s

Though ma11 is deaf to God• s words,

he cmi see with his physical eyes God's wisdom and God 1s
power in the cross.15
And y-a.:; -;;:hat he sees se.ens i'oolishness to man.

On accou.~t of the defect of sapie,tia lmen] think it
impossible that God be made man, o suffer death
accor ding ·to His bumnn nature; on account of a defect of prudentia. however, they consider it irapropei-

13This ·would seem to make man•s estrangement from God

moraJ. rather than epistemolog~cal.
14see h't1eone Gilson, l'ml S¥1rit 2', ~.ad ev3 Ph11oso-

g

(New York:
I5ffote:

Charles Scribner s Sons, c.193 6 •

the word of' the

cross .is stult3,t1a.

4l.

Cinconveniens) that a man would bear' a cross, 0 desp1s1ng the shame," as 1s said in Hebrews 12:2. (49)
P.e continues:

It. seems to be against the nature (ratio} of human
wisdom tha t God should die and that a just and wise
man should voluntarily expose himself to the most
1r~o:mi.n1ous death. (58)
In wha t sens e 1s 1 t .foolishness to man?
tradiction ?

As a logical c:on-

A con·trediction to eve ryday e.~perience?

A

contradiction to what man•s vanity would dictate--that

is to say , one who has power (God) wotll.d never $1Ve 1t
up by dea th, and one who is \eJise (1,. !.• 1 who lives accord ing to his own best interests), 1.f' he is also just

Ci.!.•• is not a cr1minal)}6 would not volunter!lydie?

Does the world n11sunderstand iustus, theref'ore, also?
If so, to

1-1h

t does van1 ty pervert 1 ts meaning?

The wis-

dom of God 1s such k.~owledge as l eads to Rod (179); is
the .foolis hness o.f man, in contrast, that \'lhi.Ch laads a\-1ay

f1•om God?

Thomas does not give a full answer in this

commentary, but he hints at it.

Take another p3ssage:

• • • God 1s in all creatures--in which He is by
His essence, power, and presence--, f1.lllng all
things with Bis gooclness (bonitates) • • • • But
sp1rituall.y God 1s said to live 1n the saints--aa
one lives in a ho!D.e--whose mind can grasp God (9pax est
throuf!h knowledge and love (!!19J:.),
evan--ai"ou~ they themselves may not kno~ snd love
(d1w:sj in a.ct, until they have the babif~of
f~i
love (charitas) by grsce, as 1s p
cone •ming baptized children. t\nd knowledge without

Det>

16or does

1ustus

here mean "f'ai.th.tul"?
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love (d11ect1o) is not enough for the ind:weUJ.ng of
God• according to 1 John 4:16: "lie that d\-Jelleth
in love, dt-mlleth in Goel and God 1n h1m." So it 1s
that many know God either through natural kno111ledge
or through inform faith in tJhom, ne:vertheless, the
Spirit of God does not live. (173)~7
As s uch a house , or temple, of God man can be corrupted
e ithe r by f a lse doctrine or by mortal sin (174); that 1s

to say I he csn be corr,upted. either by word or by 1Aork.
The t emple of God is 'tJhere He lives
which He dwells a s Spirit.

u. s aving .2sw,.

or in

It can be defiled by false

teachi ng, when something 1s said of God ~hich 1s not 1n
accord 11 th Him as He rea lly 1s,18 or by mortal sin, when
somethi ng is brought 1nto the temple that does not befit
God.
I may know God, let us say, as first cause (by natural
kno,,11eoge) or a s pure being ( by metaphysical kno,1ledge or

inform f aith accepting the revelati~n of "I am that I am"),
but t hat is not saving knot1ledge 11' it is not kno\'Jn 1n
love.

I may know, for example, that my father supports

the family, but 1:r I do not lovel9 the father who does it,
my lmowledge \':111 not IJlake me a real part

or

the family.

Not,, where in 1s man•s sin? Be can have knowledge or God

17The quotation from John, t1here love is caritas, indicates tha t Thomas uses caritas and dilectio interchangeably. er. also 155.
18\:ie can know God as He really is to a 11m1ted extent. See above, pp. 25 tt.
191,. ,1.., strive for ontological union with the ob~ect.
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l-11 thout 1 ts being a saVing knowledge; his
bly• prevents bis knowing

knowledge 1s 1t?

Jm4. loving.

van1tas, presuma-

And what k1nd of

Thomas would answer that it 1s proposi-

t1011al1 expressed 1n judgments; knowledge that recognizes
true statements about God.

Fjdes

1nform1s

accepts the

knowledge ~s true but has no love of the Truth itself'.

By way cf illustra tion, let us s ay that I know Peter is
in a dark room.

I may kno\'1 1 t by

cngn3 tip

if I know that

t he main light s t•;itch in the building has been thrown.
Or I ma y lmo,1 1 t by tai th if' he has told me ( and I believe

him) that at this time of' the evening he alw9¥s sits 1n a
dark room.

By either ,-1ay I am certain of what I know.

But I may h ave no desire to sit 1n the dark myself', no desire to approach, as it were, the level of Peter:
I have no "love

11

tor him.

then

So it is possible to have know-

ledge 0£ God by tides 1nform1s ,r11thout having a de sire to
be joined to Iiim, to reach His level.

It I do ranch His

level, that is the same as having the Ho~ Spirit dwelling
1n me in a sav.ing

way.

7he question of what it is that

prevents me i'rom loving Him, whether that is the result

or

a perverse will that is my heritage as

2

child of Adam,

1s not ans'l1ered in the c0D1Dentary on First Corinthians,

although. the £act that I do love Dim is clearly ascribed

to g~ace ~lone.20

20cr. J. Maritain, .DI, Rang Rf. Reason (New York:
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Again, preaching has a persuading f'unct1on;2\ it is
a vehicle by ·w hich the Holy Spirit 1s g1ven22 and 1s confirmed by miracles •

• • • To the believers the Holy Spirit was given by

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1952), p. 71 (note): "Grace has
a twofold action: it heals nature which original sin had
prevented from loving God eff1cac1ously above all thingSi
and it grafts in noture a supernatural lif'e \ih1ch 1s an
actual participation in the very life or God. Insof'ar es
it 1s sanctifying grace, and the very principle of' supernatura l life, it enables man to love God with the supernat ur al love of charity, and to ordain himself to the only
true end existentially given of human life, •• .!.•, God as
ult~mate supernatural end. Insofar as it 1s gratia anans, it r es t ores to na ture its ability to love God above
all things a s the Creator of the universe--natural love
virtually contained in the supernatural love of charity-and to ordai n itself to God as its natural end, an . ordainment virtually contained .1n the ordainment to God as
ultima te supernatural end." , Cf. also f4.-J. Congar, "The
Idea of the Church in Saint Thomas Aquinas. 11 .Ih!, Thomist,
I ( 1938), pp. a41 f. , ·where grace 1s related to Christ.
He tir1tes, 11 • • • In the sou1 of Christ there was a f'ulness of a ll grace, a f'ulness 'intensive' as ·well as extensive, qualitative as well as quantitative, embracing
all we can attribute to a man flo~ing from the created
grace of God, whether s anct1f'ytng grace • •• or graces
~ratis datae~ Thus, in "t?he world of grace, a kind of
istonism is valid, for Christ contains 1n H1mseU' the tulness or the species grace, in a way similar to that 1n ·which
the archetype of Man, 1n Plato, contains the tulness ot
human species. So that, if o ther individuals are to receive grace too, they may only do so 1n dependence on Christ
and if these be men. whose un1gue Savior 1s the God-given
Ch~ist, they may only receive it from Christ and 1n virtue of sharing, participating in His o~n grace."
2111 .Et • • • d1c1tur al11 quidem per sp1ritum datur
• • • sermo sapientiae, ut possit persuadere ea quae ad cogni t1onem divinorum pertinent.'' 727. And on the subject of
persuasion: " Ad f'ecultatem persuadendi • • • requir itur
quod homo habeat per1tiam conclusionum et cert1tud1nem pr1nc1p1orum, circa ea in quibus debemus persuadere." Ibid.
22At least that is true of the apostles.
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his [Fau1•s] pre3ch1ng, according to Acts 10:44:
"iih1le 1:ete r yet spake these wolds, the Holy Gtiost
fell o.n all them tJh1ch heard the word. " Likew!se
he also conrimed his pre ching with miracles according to Mark 16: 20: n ,.
confirming the word \f1th
signs follo,-,1ng." ('78)iG-O
•
02

•

•

At another pl!1ce £:a.int 1bomas calls it the seecl by 111hich
the Apostle begot ~hrist in the hearts or the believers:

fin

• • • Giving a. reason for what he had said
4:14:
"as my beloved sons I warn you"], he adds, for 1n
Chx•ist Jesus I have begotten you through the Gospel."
Now, generation is a coming forth to life, and man
lives in Christ through faith. Gal. 2:20: "And

t he life 1,Jhich I now live in the flesh I live by the
f aith of t he Son or God. 11 Faith, furthermore, as is
said in Romans 10:17, comes by hearing, and hearing
through the Word. Consequently, the •iord of God is
the seed, by which the apostle begot t hem i~ Christ.
li hence James 1:18: "01' His own will begat He us with
the word of truth •." (222)

To paraphrase tha t thought:

Giving birth is giving life;

11.f'e 1n Christ is lii'e by faith; therefore, giving birth
in C.hrist is giving life by faith.

But without the t- ord

there 1 s .no hearing and without hearing there is no faith;

therefore, w~thout the Word there is no 11.f'e in Christ.
For that reason the ~ord is the semen. the, g~nerat1ve
power in the new birth.

Does S31nt 1'h,omas mean that the

ord is, in other te·rminology, a channel
means or graee?

o:f

grace, or a

Appnrentl,Y so.

On l Corinthians 7:14 ("the unbelieving husband 1s
sanctified

by

the wife and the unbe11eving tiife is sane-

23c:r. also 766 on the three functions of the greater
ministry: to govern, to teach, and to confirm.
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t1t1ed by the husband") he el.aborates:
The one 1s converted by the other to the faith and
so is sanctified • • • am s1m1 larly the unbel1ev1.,ig
w1f'e 1 s sanctified by the husband,
throBfh
h1s admonition~ teachioe; (doctri~ • (:545)

i,r.1.v

In

Sl.lm:

for Thomas it is necessary that preaching

and teaching be done, for

by 1 t faith and lite are gen-

erated.
B.

Regulative Function

!n matters of truth the

orti, as revelation, 1s nor-

mative; the Word 1s a revelation of truths.

Thomas notes,

for exampl e , on the question of whether the effect

or

baptism is proportionate to the greatness ot the baptizer
that ''patot csse talsum ~ ~

guod c11c1tur Eph. iv, 5:

Unus Dom1nus 1 una .f.Ldes. unum baptisma."

(28.)

Again,

the error of Nestorius is refuted by what Paul says in

the second chapter, the eighth verse.25

24&nphas1s is mine.
2592. The pertinent verse from the F1rst 6or1nth1ans
epistle is this: " • • • They ~ould not have crucified
the Lord of Glory. 11 It would be more accurate to say
h.ere that the error of Nestorius, who had ascribed only
one nature to Christ, 1s refuted by Thomas• exegesis of
Paul, or by 1'homas• metaphysics, rather than by the direct
words of Paul. That, however, does not affect t he point
made here that the Scriptures are considered statements
o.f' truths. On the question of resisting error Etienne
Gilson, W1sd~m ,Ami. Love Jill~ Thomas Aquinas (Milwaukee:
Marquette Un~vers1ty Press,~), p. 32 1 has this to
say: "For a true disciple or ~homas the only va.y to destl'Oy error 1s to see through it, that 1s, once more, to
•understand• 1 t precisely .2Y1l. error." er. also J. van
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The authority or revelation stems, furthermore, from
Christ and liis e.postles:26

the fact that what Paul writes

here 1n t he fifteenth chapter is what he and the apostles
had earlier preached27__ the authority or theil" preaching

having been derived, it seems, from the authority of
Chris t as t he sole infallible rule of truth2B--1s what
makes the content

or

it true.

It appears that even the

Old Testament Scriptures in some \rlay derive their authority- f'rom Christ.

One ~i ght also suspect (pJJa. sus~1c1o !§.1;.) that the
death of' Chr i st ,11ere accidental casual,is) or due
to the violence of' the Jews. Xhis Paul excludes
\-Jhen he says, 11 Accor ding to the Scriptures,•• namely, of the Old and New Testament; and so, significantly, he spec1f'1call.y says, "According to the
Scriptures. 11 Is. 53: ..,: 11 He was led as a l.amb to
t he slau1r, hter., 11 Jeremiah 11:19: 11 I was like a lamb
or an ox that is brought to the slaughter."
Matthgw 20:18: "Behold, we go up to Jerusal.em."
{695)C.°:1

der Ploeg, ,sm. cit., p. 413-: " • • • We find in Holy
Scripture the principles or sacred doctrine, that is,
the a~ticles of faith, which are short sUDIID3r1es of revealed
truth.& ;. we find in 1 t argumentations and reasonings and
the refu11at1on of errors."
2611 In hoc s.p1)aret auctoritas huius doctr1nae, quia

a Christo, a Paulo• et ab alils Apostolls, Hebr. 11, 3."
889.

27'11 Illud quod praedicavi vob1s de Chris to, notum facio vob1s, id est reduco vobis ad memoriam, quas nsm.!!Dl
nova a quae scribo." 889. Emphasis 1s mine.
2811 1n hoc subdit1 sol.um praelatos im1tar1 debent,
in quo ipsi Chr1stum 1m1tan,ur, qui est 1nf'all1b111s regula ver1tat1s; unde seipsum Apostolis 1n exemplum posu1t."
223.

29895.

Note how the Old Testament passsges are used.
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Whatever the de1•1va t1on of their authority, however,
the t,cr-1ptures , es the vehicle of reve lation, are regulative in ti-uth; tha t is to say, truth can be proved:50
!'rom Sc r i pt u res,,3 1 and t he "very ~ord of' the Gospel"
strengt hens against temptat1on.32

c.

Salutary Function

The Word, as has· already become clear, has a role 1n
man's salva tion.

f alvation 1s centered a round the cross

of Christ,33 and conversion is to be attributed to God,
~

ho \-Torks from 8race I and not to man. 34

above a ll

Preaching 1s

demonstra tion of the pot-1er of Christ, as Saint

Thomas s ays:

For this it ·was not necessary that Paul show

3 01n ,11hatever sense the probare i s to be taken.
3 ~. g., 991. And passim. ·
32J. iY~ri tain, .sm,. &,U. 1 p. 146. Cf'. J. van der
? loeg , ~ ~ , p. 413 1 quoted above 1n note 2. Cf. also
Sister Theresa. Benedicta a Cruce, "Ways to Kno\i God,'' lb!.

Thomist. +X (1946), 402: "The words of God's messengers,
Hla prophets and apos tles, directed in ~is name at those

who are c alled to f'ai th, are also Divine ·Jord and address;
this is truP-, f'1rst of' all, of' the Scriptures.n (This article is prefixed with a note of the translator, p. 379,
thus: "The reader acquainted with Husserl's phenomeno1ogy
will recoanize his influence in the presen•t article.")
~. . . . . Ad fidem Christi vocati sunt, qui 1n cruce
Christi recognoscunt Dei virtutem." 60.

ciital
1s possible
OU caritas • .

3470. Cf. 714: No
no 5alvat1on 1s possible w

without grace,
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~1sdom but that he demon~trate power, as 2 Cor1nth1.ans 4:5 says: "For :we preach not ourselves but Christ
Jesus the Lord." And so he used onlJ' those things
which served t o demonstrate the power ot Christ,
considering himself as knowing nothing save Jesus
Christ. (75)
·
It appears, then, that apart from any explanation of how,
the \lord preached and the :lord ·wr1 tten (and the two are
not di s tinct ly sep~r at ed
·way of

by

Thomas)36 are central 1n the

s alvation inasmuch as t..>iey show Christ.36
D.

Relation to Natural Knowledge

Heve1.at1on 1s a dis closure of that which 1s above
man• s wisrl om,

11h1ch s urpasses his

sensus. 3 7

Eome thins divine seems to be foolish not because 1t
i s a departure f rom wisdom Cdef'iciat A. sap1ent1,a)
hut because 1 t ex.c eeds human wisdom. For some men

have been accustomed to reEard as f'ool1sh wha tever
exceeds t heir sense. (62)38-

In f a ct , in some way tbomas seems to regard man• s wisdom

tor this very reason as defect1ve;39 for that which 1s good
in itself. cannot seem foolish except to a defect of wisdom.

35s ee

note 29 above.

36s ee note a above.
~7see Chapter II, note 35.
38ct •. also 75:
Attend1tur autem subl1m1tas sap1ent1ae
in cons1dera t1one e.liquorum .subl.1m1um et elevato:n.,m supra
rationem et seneum hom1num. Eccl1. xxiv, 7."
0

39But 1 t 16

not likely that i;he de.f'ect is considered
per.!!. i mmoral. C.f'. 89: 11 saeculares enim pr1nc1pes bane
sap1entiem non cognoverunt, quia excedit rationem hU111anS
reg1m1n1s • • • • Ph1losoph1 etiam eam 11011 cognoverunt,
quia e:.:ced1t rs.tionem humanam."

60

This flack of •wisdom] is I therefore I the cause t1hy
the Word of the cross, which brings salvation to
believers, to some seems foollshness, because they
are t hemselves bereft of 1:1isdom • • • • t·i1sdom 1s
knowledge of divine things • • • 1 prudence is knowledge of human things. (49)
But the de~ect 1s el1m1na tad by participation in Christ
through gr a ce, 40 and wisdom is "inspired" by the lioly
pirit.

Because the Holy Spirit 1s the Spirit or truth, inasmuch as proceeding from the son, ~iho 1s the Truth
of' t he F'ather, He "inspires" truth in those to
whom He i s sent, just as also the son, sent by the
Fat her, ~i t ne sses to (notificat) the Fa ther, as
Matthet,1 11:27 s ays: 11 Neither knoweth any man the
Fatl er save the Son and he to \'1homsoever the Son
will r eveal Him. (100)
The Bpi r i t t hus "illumines'' the hearts of men. 41

In one

place Saint Thomas indica tes the content of revela tion as
s uch pure.I .y 1nte ll1t;1ble things as the purpose of objects
in nat ure .

Thus he says 1n reference to 1 Cor. 6:12

("Now the body 1s not for fornication but for the Lord"):

f Some argue tha t} \tlhoever comm1 ts forn1ca t1on 1s!using
nis body for a use instituted by God. But [Paul excludes this when he says that food is for t he be l.y
and the belly f or food i man's body, bowever, i s not
40a pe.rtic1pando Ipsum per grat1am s apientes facti
sumus •.11 71. Ct. also 81: "Perfect1 intellectu 1111 1
quorum mens elevata est super omnia carnalJa et sens1b1lla,
qu1a sp1r1tua11a. et 1ntell1g1b111a capere possunt."
4111 Receperunt Sp1r1tum Sanctum, quo corda. eorum 11lum1nata sunt et inflammata ad amo:rem De1"i and "ex d1v1no
• • • Spiritu e1us consecuti sumus • • • ut sciamus de rebus div1n1s quantum. unicuique Deus donav1 t." 106. On the
meaning of 111llum1ne•• cf. 196: "Illuminabat abscondita
terrarum, id est, raciet esse lucida et man1f esta ea quae
occulte 1n tenebris tacta sunt. 0 •
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tor fornic ation, that 1s, it has not been ordained
to committing fornication, but tor God, that is, to
this 1 t has been ordained that 1t belong to Jesus
Christ, our Lord and the Master qt our body; that
1s to say, the Lord Jesus ~~r1st has been given to
men for t hi s purpose that .lie might coni'om human bodies
to his glory, Phil. 3:21. (298)
Although one might be able to advance a certain argument
for f ornication, yet this 1s not in accord with the will
of God.

One might say that one purpose of the body is

procreation; and , therefore, whoever does fornication 1s
simply fulf'1111ng that purpose, 1n the same t1ay that the
stomac~ has been ordained for food, and whoever uses food
1s f ul f illing one purpose of the stomach (299). But
that only seems to be so. 42 In reality all things find
their end i n God and so the body ought also be sub3ect

to Hi m.

Here , then, if \:ihat Paul t1rites is revelation

(ancl the re is no doubt tha t ibomas regarded it so), the
.lord discloses what is man's final cause. 43

If the dis-

closure does not seem to be of anything uniquely "auprasensory,11 it is still true that Saint Thomas places the

content of s aving revela tion beyond human reason.
Those things ·which pertain to the doctrine of salva.tion cannot be confirmed or proved by reason, be~
cause they exceed human reason • • • • 1'bey are
cont'irmed or proved by a 41v1ne sign; so also V.oses,
about to be sent to the people of God, received a

42 to natural reason or to careless reason? Probably
to the latter. Se 299 and aos which speak of forn1cat1on
as a use of the body 11 praeter usum ratio.Dis ...
43could this be known by ~eason?
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sign f'rom God, through which were confirmed those
things that he said as of" God Cs parte .1211>, as is
cle~r 1n Exodus 4:1-9. (728)
A sign can be lmown to be of God either because it 1s that

"quod solus Deus i"acere potest, sicut sunt m1racula,• or
because it is tha t "quad solus Deus cognoscere potest, 11
such as foretelling future events or lmowing people's
hearts.

In illustration of the i"ormer, some people are

persuaded by miracles because of their greatness and others
A mirac.l e of healing cen

becs nse of" their kindness.

"persuade" because the heal.ed recognizes that only God
can be so kind.

?J'd.racles

or

11

s1.z e 11 persuade because the

one wlo sees recognizes that only God can be ~o great.
Both or these kinds of persuasion, however, must rest,
i t seems, on the presupposition that uod is pure essence.

For t he persuasion has a decidedly intellectual emphasi~44
and tho persuasion of a miracle

or

healing is not so much
that it causes the healed to say, nffe has helped me and I

will cling to Him," but rather that it causes him to acknowledge,

11

It follows from the nature

could be so kind."

or

God that only He

Likewise the persuasion of' a miracle

known for its magnitude is not so much that it arouses
awe 1n the beholder but that it forces the aclmowledgemems,
•It follows from the nature

44

cr.

727 and 729.

or

God that only He could be
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so great. 1145
Accoz'Ci1ngly, the things of salvation are proved by
Signs and not by the number of i,eoJ;le who believe them.
For belief of a thing is 1n no way an indication of its
truth.

If someone should object

that even the law or Mahomet has, been received by
many, it should be said t hat the case is not s1m1lar [ to the lat-J of Ch:rist] because he subjugated
them by oppression and force of arms while the apostles l e d o th,~ra to raith by dy 1ng and performing
signs and wand rs themselves. He, moreover, advocated some things that are directed to pleasures
and 'Wantonness, but Christ and the apostles advoc ated contempt or the earthly. (890)
Falsehood ha s power if it is imposed by force or if it appeals to ·t he sensuous.

to l ead to f a ith.

But truth has the power 1n itself

We may conc1ude, then, that if whe.t 1s

t au3ht can be imposed only by force, it is falsehood: if
it has power of a ttraction ~1thout force, it is truth.46

45Yet it should be remembered that ror 'lhomas, at
least according to his modern interpreters, the intellectual is not so colds thing as one is, sometimes wont to
regard it •. Cf., ~- .&•• J. Maritain, ma,. sll.~, P• 67:
"What is needed is a rediscovery of Being and by the same
token a rediscovery of love .." Again, P• 207: 11 1'he WEJT
the intelligence works 1s not through •crystallization 1n
the s .1 gn' but through a •transition to the reality sign1f1ed•--as when knowing that mY' friend has lost his father
I truly see into his grief, I truly understand that my
friend is 1n sorrow. •Faith,' says Saint Thomas §.. =i,.
II-II, l, 8 1 ad 2 1does not stop at statements, at conceptual signs; its ob3ect is nothing less than reality
1t~elf attained by means of these signs•--1n other words,
the actual. mystery of the Godbe.a d communicating Himself'
to us. n
46Tbomas would probably not waste much time speculat1.Dg
whether Mahomet h1mself recognized his J.!X as falsehood but
uould be rather certs1n that he did.
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Put into a some,r,hat di.f'ter·ent light, it can

be s aid

that f'n1sehood does not have the power ot purging.
Yet it i s a greed that faith purges sin. Acts 16:9.
If', therefore, our i'e.1 th shoul.d be in vain, as 1 t
~ould be 11' Christ did not rise, because such is
your 1'a1th--n3?Dely, that He did rise--your sins have
not been forgiven you • • • • , (921)
Since f'aith purges sin and since falsehood has no power
of purging, our f'a ith is truth.
is known from the s criptures.
the c1"iterion

or

truth.

11

•sed

'.that faith

does

purge sin

Hence the Scriptures become
scriptum est,• etc., !iis.

,Rropos1tum" (991). 47 And scriptural proot48
consists 1n bringing f orth a statement from Scripture snd

probat

cla rifying it.
Aga,111 1 prophecy 1s revelation.

the hidden things or God.

It brings to light

Prophecy is that

0

per quam

div1n1tus occulta revelantur11 (764), 'tlhe,ther this is 1D
the .form o.f' explaining vi:;ions or o.f' interpreting the

Script ures., 49

~Ui thout prophecy, or perhaps ·we should say,

47 l!mphasis is in the original.
4811 There are two kinds- or demonstration, says Saint

Thomas, which it is imi ortant to distinguish, especially
in theology. The f'irst ends in a Judgment of fact (ouia
est), the second shows how apd vhy a thing is what it is
tiiropter u1d ~ ) . The arguments for the existence of
God are o the---i'irst kind I and they are justified in the
eyes of Saint 1b.Omas because they infer from existent,
limited being t..'lat being 'without spot or wrinkle' must
also eXist, and it is easy to show that it must be .!..!I.

1

and

eue 1930,
subs;stens.

(Oxto

,

11

P• 166.

M. C. D•Arcy,

l'bomas

Aquinas

4911 Cc"Ui prophetat • • • , id est, explanat v1s10nes

seu scripturas • • • •"

818.
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Without revela tion, it is poss~ble to a limited extent to
know God.

Saint Thomas explains this 1n a rather ~xten-

s1ve passage (800), in which he maintains that Paul, writing of our vis ion of God "through a glass darkly," means

we cennot see God 1n His essence until we reach the beyond ·
(the f a t herland) save only by virtue of our reason, by analoy,y.5e Of i nter est on just this point is a l ater elaboration by Thomas of t he relationship between Chr1~t•s
resurrect ion and our resurrecti.on.

,-,e s hall

al s o r ise; that

teenth chapter.

\i a5

Because Christ 1s risen,

l' aul •s argument 1n the fif-

Not;, ihome.s says, this may not seem like

sound ar gument a tion.

For it cannot be shown from the

r act t hat C..hrist• s body was resur~ctedtJ. tts:pecialiter ex

v1rtut e divinitntis suae" that our bodies, lacking the
divinitas , will rise.

It cannot be shown, tha t is to say,

if the ar ~ent is taken as A ma1or1.

But the point is,

some asse1•t 1 t ha t 1 t is mLt., argument A maiori: 1 t is ar-

gument A simili.
!'or to die and to rise is befitting Christ according
to His human nature; and they say a similar argument
would be 11' I should say, "Zhe soul of So-and-so 1s
i mmortal; therefore, a11--namel.y, all hUmsn souls-are i mmortal." (91a)
Better than that, however, Saint Thom.as believes, 1s to say
that 1 t is an argument f'rom cause.

It seems that one would better say that 1 t is a

50aoo-so1.

See above,

pp. 26 tt.

locus
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A cau~a., because t..'1e resnrrect1on of Christ is t he
cause of our resurrection • • • • the etficient and
exemplary cause • • • • the instrumental cause.
(913.,

915)

Conseql~entl.y, also on the meani.ng of the resurrection we
see "tr.l'"ough a glass darkly"; 1.t is not a spontaneous
"v1sio1111 of our reason by which we behold the relation between Christ's resurrection and ours.

It may be seen as

a kind of analogy--though Thomas rejects thi~; or it may
be seen

as a causal relationsh.1.p--Thomas accepts this.

Human wisdom, we may say, remains wisdom on this issue too
only as long as it is subjected to divine wisdom, to revelo.tion.51
The

whole question

or

the relation of revelation to

nntu:r·al kno\>1ledge csn be summarized in the words of

Jacques Maritain.

Man 11 1s made for truth, capable of

knowing God a s ~he Cause of Being, by his reason, and
of knowing Him in l'iis intimate lite, by the g1f't of f'aith.n52

5 I 11 causn au to:n quare d1ci t

1nsip1ens, ' est quia
haec obiectio contra resurrectionem ~rocedit ex pr1nc1p11s
humana.e sapientiae, quae tamdiu est sap1ent1a1 quamdiu est
subiecta sai:ieritiae ci!vinae; sed quando reced1t a Deo 1
tune vert1 tur in 1ns1J)ientiem; unde cum contrad!cat sapientiae d1v1nne, vocat eem 1ns1p1entem. ~~asi dicat: 'Xns1p1ens,• nonne guot1d1e e..~vsriris tu, quia 'quod seminas 1 1
in terra 1 •non vivificatur, id est vegetatur 1 1 n1s1 prius
mor1atur, 1d est putrescat? Io. x11, 24: N1s1 granum
1'rument1, etc.," 968.
·

1

52!m_. c:f,ii;• p. 195. Also the quotation given by hJ.m,
omas, ~spn- IV, ~ . , 5, a .. 2: "There are
three things whi.ch le
us to the---ri"1th of Christ: natural
reason, the testimony of the Law and the Prophets~ the
preaching of tlie apostles and their successors. DUt when
P• 209,"""l.'rom
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-~•
1

Relation to the Incarn3.te riord

Jh:a.t is the relationship of' God as the Incarnate

Word to t he spoken-wr1 tten

\'lord

of revelation?

Though

there is no clear distinction between the written and spoken 1tJ01•d f'or him, Saint Thomas does give an edge in importance to the spoken Word ( Section B, above).

as ·the .1.nca1•nute

~

On Christ

ord he comments, relative to l Corin-

thians 1: 17 C"Chris t ·t he power of' God and the wisdom of'

Godn):

He is

the power 1nsof'ar a s the Father works everything
through Him. John 1:3: "All things were made by
Hi m11 ; but He is t11s dom 1.n soi'ar that the Word 1 tself,
which is the Son, 1s nothJ.ng else than wisdom born
or conceived. Eccl1. 24:6: "I 1ssuecl from the
mouth of' the :Most High, the first-born of' all crea-

tures. "

(61)1:>~

.:iga::i.n, the I11ca1•r1ate ,·Jord is in soma sense author of'
the s poken-tJl"itten

,r10rds.

Either they are a record of

\ihat l-le sa.1.rl to His ci1sc1ples and apostles by His 01r:n

mouth or they a.re the record 0£ what He has said by

a roan ha s thus been led a~ 1 t were by the hand to the Faith,
then he can say that he bel1evee for none of the preceding
motives; not because of nntura1. reason, nor t he wi tr,ess or
the Law, nor because. or the preaching of men, but onLY because of the First Truth itself • • • • It is t'rom the
light which Ood 1nf'uses thet faith derives its certitude.n
5 3Eccli. 24:5 in J • .M. Po1r11s Smith and Edgar J. Goodspeed, ~ Comnlet@J1ble:
(Chicago:

The University

ot

s · AmQr95CH , :rrn:aisti°'
re a: " issued

cago F1-ess,

from the mouth of the .Most High al¥'! covered the earth like
a m1st 11 (Ecc11. 24:3).
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1nspirat1on, 54 for He 1s the 1n~all1ble rule of truth (223).
To Him the Scriptures point (135).

Vi0re ::pecifical.l,y, the

relation oi' the Incornete to the spoken-w.ri tten W01·d is

that Chri~t i s the ~isdom

or

God in the sense that He 1s

the al1a yerba (above, Eection B) which Goa as Teacher has
used to "make clear what lle has in Iiis heart."

In this

sense also Ee i s the 1>0wer of God; th1•ough Him God visibly
works all things.

.i:hough this seems to make

1

Christ a kind

of afterthought , Seint Thomas would not, I believe, want
it so unc.1 erstooa.

The Ince.rnete ll'Jord may have come after

the s1,oken-written \·Jord in time but not 1n importance.
To the question of whether Saint Thomas held Sacred
Tradition as equally authoritative with the Sacred Scrip-

tures there 1s no clearly def'in:ed answer 1n the commenter,
on First Corinthians.

The single and indirect reference

is a remark quoted in Section F, below, on the Church and
the Word.

J. van der Ploeg,66 however, acknowledges that,

54360., This paragraph 1s trom the section put 1..'lto
writing by I•l iccolai de Gorram. See also 374: 11 Consil1um

autem do • • •

tum, 11 and 3;42_:·

ore."

1

11

consilium m1h1 a Spiritu Sancto 1nspiraDico ego • • • non Dominus • • • propr1o

5511 on.e gets the impression that • • •

Saint !ho.iJ19.s
;COnsiders Holy Scripture the only_ source of revelation • • • •
Is not this the Protestant doctrine of the ferspic~tas of
Holy Scripture, and does not this practical y exci e
tradition as a source of ravelat1on? One must concede
that Saint Thomas rarely mentions trad1 ·t1on as a separate
source of 1-evela tion. But this does not mean at all that
he did not know it • • • • ln his commentary on II Tiles.
2:15 he writes:
•so .it 1s clear that much has been written
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to say the very least, Sacred Tradition did not pltJ¥ a
Significant part in Thomas and that the scriptures are to

an extent su1 ipsius 1ntetpres.56
F.

Relation to the Church

The i.-Jord 1 .. rela ted to the Church.

1he apostles,

1n the t'...'hurch which has been taught by the apostles and
which, therefore, must be observed (servanda) because, according to t he juogment of the apostles, it was better to
hide much , a s Dionysius say s • • • • But in s pite of a ll
this I Holy Scr i pture \'Jas for him by f'ar the principal
source of faith, especially with regard to the more speculative doctrines." 2£. c •• p. 418. Again: s CT
trina, s acra scriptura , sc ent a div1ni tus 1
ata,
vlna nyelat1o are used by omas "apparent .in 1scr1m1nately" in ·the Summa .ib_. on the question or the nature of
theology. "It cannottie doubted. Holy Scripture contains,
or r at her is, sacra doctrina and a science [tor 1homas]."
Van der PJ.oeg, 212.~ cit ... pp. 411 f. And again: "As a
matter of f act, Saint Thomas does not expressly mentioi
the Traditions (or Tradition [the words ere synonymousJ)
as a source of his theological doctrine." o., Geenan, 11 The
Place of Tradition in the 1'heology of Saint Thomas Aquinas,"
lb! !homist, Y3 (1!952), p. J.12. 11 Moreover ••• it seems
rather clear that for him the Fathers were not a sou.r·ce of
revelation, s.i nce he teaches that the use of t heir •authorities• 1n t heology is different from that of the •authorities• or Scripture, precisely because they were not
authors to whom revela;tion has been made . We might add that
the great Scholastic does not appear. to be acquainted v1th
'unanimous consent of the Fatbeg • nor the •consent of the
bishops• as an argument to prove apod1ct1cal1Y that such or
such doctrine belongs to the deposit of revelation." .llasl• 1
p. 120. But he concludes that. therefore, "in the last
analysis, 1t 1s to the Church, 1,. J!.•, to the Pope as head
ot the universal. Church, that we must have recourse 1n order to Im.ow what 1s revealed doctrine, ror 1t is his Teach1Dg
Authority which is the authent~c and detiniti.ve norm."

asx-

~ . , P• 121.

6 69,p_• .d..t_., p. 415.. On the metaphysics of the Incarnation see Thomas u• .Mullaney, 11 The Incarnation: De la
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representatives or the Church,57 are m1n1sters of Christ,
that i s , media.tors between Chr:i.st and the_ faithful,58
and it is necessary tha t they be recognized as such by
the people.

This regard ( aestima t1o) for the prelates of the Church
is necessary f or t he salvation of the faithful; for
unle ss t hey r e cognized them as ministers of' Christ,
they WOllld not obey them in the \l1&y that they would
obey Chr3.s t, as Ga latians 4:14 has it: "Ye received
me a .. a..11 .:m.gel or God , even as Christ Jesus ."
Again, if' t hey would not recognize them as ministers

Taille versus Thomistic Tradition," lb!. ;Romist~ XVII
(1954), 1-42, and Father Rickaby•s annote translation
of' the Summa Contra Gent1les .( Westm1nster, Md.: The
Carroll Press, 1950), p. 347.
57M.-J. Conger, "The Idea of the Church in Saint
Thomas Aquinas• 11 The Thbm1.g~• I (-1938) • 331 ff. ~- .&•,
"for Saint Thomas the c urc in its outward Wlity--Church
as society--in ot her words as a Body organized under a hierarchy £or the differentia tion of l a bor, is not a d1fterent
reality from the living Body or the new life in Christ,
whose soul is t he living Spirit, the Holy Ghost. The ' latter is the inward mode or that which appears outwardly beneath the organizing and r.uling span or the hi:erarchy.n
Pp. 350 f". And: "The Church 1s contemplated as a Sp1ritmoved, Spi r it-known, and Spirit-defined real1tyJ.. as the
Body whose 11ving Soul 1 s the Sp1r1t of Lif"e. :a:ne Church
1s contemplated in Chris.t, as Christ is contemplated in
the Church. P.nd the inward Church is no~ separated from
the outwa:r:•d Churc-h, \'Jhich is its sacramental veil and vehicle. I think no one will deny this to be the ecclesiology of' the Fa thers. .i\nd I hope that I may have proved
it to be that of Saint Thomas Aquinas." P. 359.
5811 Dicit [Paulus] primo:

Di.xi quod nullus vestrum
debet gloriari de hom1n1bus, tamen qu111bet vestrum debet
cognoscere auctoritatem of"f"1c11 nostr1, ad .slm§. pel"tinet
..9.!:!Qg_ sumus mediatores inter Chr1stum cu1 servimus, ad· quos
pert1net quod dicit •sic nos ex1stimet homo ut m1n1stros
Christi, •' • • • et in.t er membra eius, quae sunt .t'ideles
Eccles1ae, quibus dona Christi d1spensant, ad quos pert1net
quod subditur •et di-spensatores myster1orum De1 1 • id est,
secretorUD1 e1us • • • •" 186. limphas1~ 1s mine.
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(disBensatores), they wou~d be unwilling to receive
gifts from them, contrary to that which the same
apostle says 1n 2 Corinthians 2:10: "For if' I forgave snything , to whom I for,g ave it, ror your sakes
forgave I 1 t 1n the person of' Chris~ (guod J!. donayi.,
si quid donav1, rz:opter vos i!! persona Christi .smm,-

J!!).11

(167)

As mediators, then, the spost1es59 are those to whom the
people give assent as to Christ Himself; that 1s their
Hmedi2.tor-ship. 11

In a sense they could be called exter-

nally \-1hat the sacraments, "in which divine power secret-

ly works s alvation" (186) 1 are internally.

Between the YJ!W! of' the Church and the scriptures
a conf01·m1 t y i s presupposed; for Thomas takes time to explain an uppa1~nt discr epancy between ecclesiastical usage,
according to which the Bread 1n the Sacrament is first

consecra ted and then broken, and the evangelists• .record,
according to ~hich the Bread 1s first broken and then consecrated.

It cannot

be a

discrepancy

because t he pr1est, when he consecrates, does not
spealt those iords as of his own person but as ot· the
person of Christ Jho consecrates (Chr~st1 consecrsn.t 1s). From this 1 t is manifest t atChrist also
consecrated with the same words with whlch we consecrate. (657)60
Notice the sequence.

The priest does not speak words of

59whether Saint Thomas would apply this to the whole
clergy is not clear from this passage. But er. 594, ?65,
and 946. See also above, note 55.
60niomaa• solution 1s that the evang,zlists• words do
not indicate a sequencet as though Christ · s words came after
the action, but they 1na1cate concomitance . er. 680.
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consecration as of himself but as of Christ: therefore, it
1s manifest that Christ consecrated with the same words
as we.

This seems to soy the f'ollow1ng:

such is the

Church 1 s pr actice; the record of the Gospels appears to
be different; some have said that for this reasQn there
must ha:ve been a prior act of Christ; this is impossible
because the Church (1n its priests) does not offer it as
such a p:r·ior action.

The exact nature of' the conformity

here presupposed between Church and Scripture 1s described
by Thomas as he speaks of the f'orm ot the words of conse-

cration (680}.

Any

form, he says, that 1s of words scrip-

!!. in canone is enough for consecration.

Ana then he adds

tile t11ought that more probably 1t should be said conse-

cration is accomplished by those words which the Church
uses in accon5ance with apostolic tradition.

tvhy?

Be-

cause the evangelists wrote hi~tory and not a Church manual. (for 1n the early Church the sacraments were in secret).

The historj.cal is not necessarily the ecclesiastical.

~e

evangelists told the sequence, but that chronological sequence is not determinative ot eccle e1ast1cal usage.
Church may use another form non-historical

or

(in

The

the sense

departing from the actual chronology of tpe original

event) but, presumably, better designed tor purposes of
consecration or, better, for purposes of preactting (681).
For to the question of Yhether should be added "novi et

s.etern1 Testamenti, etc.," Thomas answers Yes, because
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those \•1ords are

quaedam determ1nat1o praed1cand1.•
Bl"iei'ly, t hen, the evangelists were h1storians611n this
11

case, the Church is preacher mid administratrix of the
Sacrament; hence ·the d1t1'erence 1n the t1ord.s 01' consecre.t1on.
So t hen, wha t 1s the rela tion of the Church to the
' ord?

:rhe Chur ch ,,1orks salvation:

by the apostles as

"media tors" 01' Christ and by the Sacraments as "secret

mediators, 11 so to speak, of' t he same Christ.

Jacques

Marita in defines that role 1n these words:
When it comes to faith I myself vouch for the veracity of' what has been told me. I am more certain
of it than of' my own existence, s1n~e the Prime
Truth itself' has told me through the 1nte:rmed1ary
01' the Church, who here 1s but an instrumental cause,
an 1nstrtiment i'or the transmission of' the revealed,
and is herself' an object of taitb: '1 1d ouod et quo
creditur. 0 62
•
G..

Relation to Love and Faith

Finally, a f'et1 1110rds should be said about the relation of' reve l a tion to love (car1tas) and i'Bith.
that which accepts as true what God has said.

Faith 1s
Faith

61:I am using the term "historian" 1n a broad sense
that includes also the idea of one .Jho sets down the history which 1s a part of the revelation of God.
62pn,. ~ •., p. 209.

Again: " 1 1be sacraments form a
main elementT.n. the ~om1st1c view of life; through them.
the ecclesiastical system acqu1.res a mystical background
and religious significance. '" Martin Orabmann, Thomas
a¥u1nas·: 1.1.1.!l Pe[sonf¾itJ and Thought. translated by V1rgil
chei (-N~or :
ngmans, Green and Co., 1928), p., 1741

quotins R. Eucken.
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tamed 1n 1ove

Ccaritate f'o,rmata)

Christ enters the heart.63

1s that through which

It is possible to know Ood by

faith; that is to say, 1t is possible to accept what the
iord says as tl'\.1e 1 and to accept it so on faith, without
understanding, because the source is reliable,64 and yet

to be without the indwelling Sp1r1t.65 For faith, in
that case, makes me to kno\-1 who God 1s; but 1t is only

through love that I can want to be united with this God,
this Good. 66 To have saving fa1 th, .i• .!• , to have accepted

63 "Unde quod dicitur £.ph. 111, 17, habitare Christum
per fid em 1n cordibus nostris, oportet 1ntellig1 de fide
per charitatem f'o1'Dlata, cum scr1ptum sit I Io. iv, 16:
c.ui manet in char1tate, in Deo manet, et Deus in eo. 11
155. "Habitat etia:m. Deus in hominibus per i"idem quae
per dilectionem operatur. 11 171. "Et cogn1t1o slne dilectione non, sui'f1cit ad inhabitationem Dei." 173.
6 4France sco 0161at1, .sm_. ~ . , p. 151.

~"tienne Gilson,
Reason and Uevelation !!l, the Mlaale As@.I. (New York: Charles
Seribne1•' s Sons, 1952) • p. 72:
Xo have ra1 th .ts to assent to something ber.ause it is r~vealed by God • • • •
To have science • • • is to assent to something \ihich we
perceive aa true in the natural light of reason • . . •
I know by reason that somethi.ng is true because ~ JUI!.
that it 1s t~ue; but I believe that something is true because God has said it."; and, p. 76: "Faith itself' is an
assent to the Word of' God accepted as the \Jord of God • "
11

6511 Inde est quad mult1 cognoscunt Deum, vel per

naturalem cogn1t1onem, vel per fidem informem, quos tamen
non inhabitat sn1ritus De1." 173. It is further possible
that the Sp1r1·t - works in a man 1n a non-sanctifying way
C,!.. a,., 1n Caiaphas at his prophecy or the One to die for
the many). See 414 1 718, 725, and 767.
6611 • • • charitatis, ad quam cognitum bonum d111gere
pertinet. 11 796. "Charity 1 tself :Ls the theological vir-

tue which ~upernatural1zes all that properly belongs to
the lov& of God. It 1s the effective volition of ·the last
end sought in communion. As such it 1s primarily a love

65

the Word by faith with love
means

n to

(f'1des

caritate

tormatal,

l:t ve 1n such a manner that life could not pos-

sibly be ltved i.f God d.id not ex1st.n67

or well-wishing and surrender to the friend. .But 1 t 1s
as necessarily, thout,h subordinately, a love of d~s1re,
the d sire to attain God the final Goal, or the wish of
a Friend's presence. This union with God 1s of necessity
an enrichment for the lover; yet 1t 1s essentially theological, the last end being sought ror 1 ts O\•Jn sake."
P. de Letter, 11 Hope and Charity 1.n Sa1nt Thomas 1 11 lb.!,
Thomist, XIII (1930) 1 P• 351.
67J. ll!i a:r1ta1n, 2ll· Sl,., p. 100.
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